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AN UP-TO DATE ADVERTISING MEDIUM

T.L Evans & Co.
DEPARTMENT STORE

Biddeford Me.
245-247-25J Main St

Cotton Floss
Pillows
18 inches; only-

19c
Silk Floss Pillows
18
20
22
24
26

in.
in.
in.
in.
in.

25c
30c
49c
59c
69c

Pillow Tops Tapestry Pillow Tops 25c
Roman Striped Pillow
Tops
25c
Stamped Pillow Tops
25, 50c
Pillow Cords
25, 50c

Cotton Batting
1ÔC iand 12 l-2c a roll

Kimono Aprons
Light and dark Percales
39c and 50c
Black-Sateen
50c
Percale and Gingham Kit
chen Aprons
25c
Sweeping Caps
10c

T. L. Evans & Co.
NOTICE
The firm of Bennett & Kennedy,
doing business as the Mousam
House Garage, has this day been
dissolved. All bills due must be
paid and all liabilities will be met
within 30 days.
A. N. Bennett,
E. A. Kennedy.
Kennebunk, Me., Feb. 4, 1915.
3w-15

FOR SALE—Seed Potatoes. The
“Comet” variety which is noted for
its productiveness and fine quality.
Enquire of J. Russell & Son, West
Kennebunk, Me.
- 6wl7

Mrs. Mary Webb is visiting her sis
ter in Kittery.

Dr. A, C. Merriman is taking a trip
to Philadelphia,
Howard Greene of Lowell, Mass,,
spent Monday with his brother, Stuart
W. Greene.

Purify the blood and clear the com
plexion with Fiske’s Sulphur and Cream
Tartar Lozengers 10c box.
Adv.

Mr. and Mrs. Christie of Portland
entertained on Washington’s birthday
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Christie and Mr.
and Mrs. Harry Lunge of this place.
A dinner and theatre party was enjoyed.

.The bursting of a saw on which Louis
Littiefield, formerly of this place, was
working on in a mill at Gray caused
Mr. Littlefield to sustain severe and
dangerous injuries. Several teeth were
knocked out and he was badly cut about
the head and throat,
A 500 candle power nitrogen lamp
has been installed in front of John
Balch’s store by Norton & Harden.
This light together with the one similar
in front of Norton & Harden’s store
gives Main street oh Saturday and
Wednesday evenings the appearance of
“the gay white way,”

PRICE, THREE CENTS

ALL THE LOCAL HAPPENINGS CORRECTLY REPORTED

JUDGE BOURNE, FRED KNIGHT
AND ABNER BOOTHBY, JR.
NOMINATED FOR SELECTMEN

ALEWIVE LETTER

Mr. Brown Deplores Voters’
Lack of Interest
Alewive, Me., Feb. 22; 1915.
Dear Enterprise:—
Well, town meeting day is fast ap
proaching but I have thus far been un
able to get a line on any dope and can’t
for the life of me, make out what is in
the wind.. The warrant looks tame
enough, jn spite of jts length, and I
suppose that the principal fight will be
[over the town officials. It looks as if
a few brand new hats will be in the
^ring and it pains me to think of the way
■some will be kicked about.
I The town meetings don’t seem to be'
Jas lively as they were a few years ago
/and I don’t suppose there will be any
great change until women get the bal
lot. They won’t get it until they quit
■scrapping among themselves as to
whether or not they want it. The men
are the pioneers in the voting act and it
' strikes me that there is a large amount
of work to be done as regards to get•ting them to exercise their rights of
suffrage before any attention is paid to
the female side of the argument.
|> There are a large number of men in
^Kennebunk and every other community
Who seldom or never avail themselves
fof the privilege of choosing their ’govJerning officials or offer any suggestions
as to the way tax money shall be ex
pended. This same regretable fact
opens up a field pf usefulness for the
I women in some cases. Let them drive
1 the men to vote and when they all do
¡start the “Vote for Women” campaign.
It is a fact that cannot be successfully
disputed that those who do the most
kicking are the ones who never vote.
The gracious loser who accepts defeat
;of his fayored candidates with a resolve
to go into the fight and work harder for
victory next time is not out on the
street corners bemoaning the short
comings of the officials in power or com
plaining of the high taxes.

FIRST-CLASS JOB OFFICE

IVY TEMPLE
DRILL TEAM
PLEASES 2000

MEN AND BOYS CLUB
Jnteresting Notes and Hap
penings the Past Week

The two delegates from the local
high school, Wallace Hatch and Frank
Sanborn, who attended the State Y. M.
C. A. Students Conference at Bates
College, Lewiston, Friday, Saturday
Member of School Committee—RosOver 1200 people, including supreme and Sunday with A. F. Winter report a
The. Republican caucus to nominate'
officers, the head of the military branch, most pleasant and profitable time.
candidates for town officers was held at epe E. Littlefield.
Forester
—
Frank
A.
Dresser,
members of subordinate lodges of
The people of the Landing have
the town hall this, evening and was
Electric Light Commissioner (for six
Knights of Pythias in the Grand Domain raised sufficient funds to paper, paint
notable for three reasons, first, the years)—Fred Norton.
of Maine, together with many Pythian and make some needed repairs in the
large attendance; second, its harmony
CJjief Engineer of the Fire Depart
Sisters and the Mayor of Portland met chapel. Interest in the community
at Portland City Hall Monday, for the efforts there is certainly -very keen.
and third in the bringing out of the ment—Elmer M. Roberts.
Assistant Engineers—John E. Water
8th annual observance of the western There will be a special Easter service,
great number of perfectly capable men
Maine Pvthian jubilee.
Apr. 4, and a committee has been ap
who do want the office of town auditor, house, Maurice S. Costellow, Ira H.
Wells, Alonzo E. Littlefield, Arthur R.
Interesting addresses were delivered pointed to complete plans for it.
The meeting was called to order Littlefield, Edward W. Kelley.
by Mayor William M. Ingraham and Arrangements for the entertainment
promptly at the designated hour by W.
Constables—Hartwell K. Grant, Ed
Grand Chancellor Charles S. Wilson, to secure money for painting the ex
H. Littlefield, chairman of the town win I. Littlefield, William Towne,
which with the excellent music and terior of the chapel are progressing
finely executed drills made the occasion rapidly.
committee; A, W. Meserve and Ber- Charles A. Rose,. Arthur Hayes, Perley
one long to be remembered in Pythian
telle A. Smith were selected as chair D. Greenleaf, Edgar D. Bragdon,
The organization of the Lower Vil
Irving McBride, R. L. Webber, John
circles.
man and seecretary respectively and the F. Boothby.
lage men’s club was completed Monday
Mayor Ingraham welcomed the as night when a constitution was adopted
matter of selecting candidates was „ Town Hall Agent—Edward Blanchard
sembly to the city paying high tribute to and other preliminary business tran
Town Agent---Asa A. Richardson.
taken up. All candidates selected were
¿the order in its various departments. sacted. Officers have been elected and
The town committee was empowered
nominated witbout opposition:—
He commented upon its marvelous the men of that place are taking right
growth during the past 51 years until hold in great shape. The first regular
The following will strive for success to fill all vacancies that might occur and
to select a candidate for auditor, Eugene
now it ranks third in point of member program will be furnished next Monday
at the polls next Monday: .
A.
Fairfield who was proposed for that
ships fpr the entire country with over evening at 7:30 oclock, in Washington
Moderator—George A. Gilpatric.
position was not qualified, bping a gov
20,000 in the State of Maine alone.
Engine hall.
Town Clerk—A. W. Meserve.
ernment official, Uriah A. Caine, Frank
Grand
Chancellor
Charles
S.
Wilson
Selectmen, Assessors and Overseers M. Lowell, C. H. Cole, and Joseph
The equipment for the night school
of the Grand Domain of Maine made
of the Poor—Fred C. Knight, Harold H. Dane declining the honor in the order
mechanical drawing class has arrived
the response.
Bourne and Abner Boothby, Jr.
and the young men are very much
named.
A chorus selection followed, after 1 pleased over it. There are five students
The name of Edwin I Littlefield was
Mr. Caine thought tnat the town com
which Ivy Temple of Pythian Sisters in that group.
proposed as a nominee from the upper mittee were worthy of commendation
of Kennebunk, presented an exhibition
section but in a neat Jittle speech Mr. , fer the excellent showing made in get
The Crescent basketball team visited
.drill which the Portland papers speak
Littlefield declined to accept saying ting out the largest Republican caucus
of
as
the finest ever given in city hall. the young Kennebunkport quintette
that he had supposed the thing had that had been held for some time and on
“The work was letter perfect and the Saturday night and won the game by
been all fixed up.
motion pf Joseph Dane a vote of thanks
tableaux were handsomely done. The the score of 40 to 10. . The local boys
Town Treasurer—Joseph D. Bragdon. was accor4ed them.
team received a great deal of applause to secure baskets were Young 6, Wad
Thezcauciis adjourned at 8.30.
Collector of Taxes—Ernest L. Jones.
and the beautiful costumes worn made dington and Lunge each 5, and LaMona decided hit. Everything went off taigne 4. Following is the line-up:
Waddington
R. F.
with clockwork regularity and this Joe McCabe
Birthday Surprise
Mrs. Rosabel McLellan
work shows weeks of preparation and Jas. McCabe
Young
L. F.
careful rehearsals,” comments Tue'sday Clough
On Saturday evening a surprise party
Mrs. Rosabel, wife of the late Samuel
Lunge
C.
morning’s Argus.
was given Miss Myrtle Lowell at the McLellan died early Friday morning at
Emmons
L.
G.
Hamilton
home of Postmaster and Mrs'. E. A. the home of her son, W. S, McLellan,
The team was composed of the fol
LaMontaigne
Clark
R. G.
Fairfield the occasion being
Miss the McLellan House, at the age of I As the right of suffrage is an estab lowing sisters:—
lished American privilege it is also an
Lowell’s birthday. Music and games about 70 years.
s The mandolin club held a meeting last
Mrs. Ida Nason
established duty. As we cherish our
were enjoyed and an enjoyable even
night in the music room. Among the
Mrs. Sylvia Boston
Mrs. McLellan arose that morning
Mrs. Dr. Newton
ing spent. An excellent and most com feeling as well as usual but shortly, ■democratic form of government we
matters of business considered were the
Mrs. Bessie Shepard
plete chicken supper was seryed. The after breakfast complained of a de should all glory in the part weare
securing of an instructor, the purchase
Mrs. Rena Knight
table was handsomely decorated, a pressed feeling which suddenly grew privileged to take in it and exercise
of some new music, holding a rehearsal
Mrs. George Hanscomb
large bouquet of jonquils being placed worse. Dr. Bourne was called but that privilege whenever called upon to
every Tuesday night, approving the
Mrs. William Warren
in the centre, cards designated each death ensued in a few minutes. She do so to the best of our ability.
Mrs. Mabel Huff
Lyceum name, and helping to put on a’
Mrs. Fred Titcomb
one’s place and favors appeared for was born in Westbrook and always The true patriot not only loves his
local entertainment to raise funds for
Miss
Rena
Smith
every one. A basket of cherries and lived there until three years ago when country, its heroes and its institutions
children’s play ground apparatus.
Mrs. Fannie Jackson
small flags appeared at each lady’s the Home was brdken up she came here but he does, and may justly too, swell
Every item was approved. The male
Mrs. Chas. Whidden
plate while the gentlemen of the party to reside with her son.
Mrs. Cora Spencer
chorus meets tomorrow night.
with pride at the realization of the de
Miss Sadie Clark
were favored with small hatchets. The
A meeting of the delegation which
Miss Margaret Clark
Funeral services were conducted Sun gree to which he is privileged to par
menu comprised the following.—
Mrs. Wm. Goodwin
will attend the big annual State Y. M.
day at the Westbrook M. E. Church of ticipate in its government. After care
Grape fruit, cherries, tomato bisque, which she was a member. The floral ful deliberation as to principles and fit
Miss Lena Sawyer.
C. A. boys’ conference in Portland
Mrs. Geo. Peterson
shrimp salad, hot rolls, roast chicken,
ness
of
candidates
he
casts
his
ballot
on
March 5, 6, and 7 was held last evening
tributes were many and beautiful.
Mrs.
Belle
Mitchell
onions, cranberries, squash, mashed
election day conscious of the fact that
to plan for songs, cheers, banners, etc.
Miss Stella Mitchell
Mrs. McLellan was a most lovable he has done his duty.
potato, cake,
coffee,
ice cream,
Mrs. Frank Towne
The enthusiasm is the highest ever and
woman, devoted to her family and re
fruits, nuts, candy.
Mrs. Edward Harrington
the other 1500 or more lads there are
Some voters will say they are inter
Mrs Lillian Hawley, pianist
Following the supper a large armful ligion, and made many close friends by ested only in large, national affairs and
sure to know that Kennebunk is on the
Brief addresses were made by Su map.
of tinware was brought in and pre whom she will be greatly missed and vote only once in four years at the pres
sented to Miss Lowell. Each article sincerely mourned.
idential elections. Others evince in preme Tribune Edward C. Reynolds and
Dr. Myron T. Scudder of New York
One son, W. S. McLellan of this place terest only in state affairs and when Grand Master of the Exchequer, Col.
bore an appropriate original verse com
City
who will be the guest of Kenne
Edwin
C.
Milliken,
both
of
Portland,
and three stepsons, Charles of Portland, their ballot is cast in September their
posed by Miss Julia Record.
bunk Thursday and Friday of this week
Edwin of Westbrook and Frank of interest is transferred to other chan and exhibition drills by teams from four
Those present were:—
is assured a warm welcome. He made
Cummington, Mass., survive to mourn nels for the next two years. There are Portland lodges and Woodford Temple
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Fairfield
a host of friends during his visit one
Miss Myrtle Lowell
of
Pythian Sisters.
their loss.
still others whose civic duty terminates
year ago by his rare personality and by
F. A. Small
Following |;he afternoon ceremonies
withattendance upon the annual town
Miss Julia Record
his earnest desire to be of definite ser
supper was served in the Temple by vice along any line educational. Those
Harry Fairfield
meetings.
Then
there
are
others
who
While
pruning
trees
at
his
home
Harold Webber
do none of the three things mentioned, the Pythian Sisters, and at 7 o’clock the who were unfortunate enough to not
Owen Goodwin
(Bonnie Doon) yesterday, Rev. Joseph
This is not as it should be. The same famous Peter Woodland Lodge of Lynn, hear and meet him before regretted it
Hammond had the misfortune to fall lively interest should be displayed on Mass. , exemplified the third degree be
when too late but are going to see that
Numerous improvements have ’ re from a limb and sustain sever? injuries one occasion as on another. All are fore more than 2000 Knights. The team
it does not happen this time. Thursday
cently been made in George W. Larra which will necessitate being housed for necessary to the others and each calls was made up of 90 men and had its own will be spent in conferences with dif
bee’s hardware store on Main street. the next six weeks at least. The limb for careful consideration of the elec music. This affair was for Knights of ferent individuals and groups who are
Pythias only and Knights from all over
interested in educational matters.
The large stairway in the main saTes upon which he was sitting broke and torate.
the state were in attendance.
We read of the woman’s suffrage
Thursday evening at 7 o’clock he ad
room has been taken out, placed in a Mr. Hammond fell about 15 feet strik
The following from Kennebunk at dresses a joint meeting of the local
and other movements but never a word
rear room and a new hard-wood floor ing upon his heels one of which was
of a movement to bring about a more tended the meetings:—
Congregational men’s club, two Bidde
Orrin Whitaker
laid. Much additional room has been badly crushed. Dr. Lord is in attend general exercising of the voting privi
ford church men’s clubs, and one from
Charles Shepard
gained for the display of stock. *
lege by men.
Portland in the Congregational vestry.
ance.
Will Littlefield
A banquet is to be served during which
Dr. Newton
There are approximately 900 voters
Wm. Gordon
the Arian orchestra will furnish music.
in the town of Kennebunk and a few
Edward Cutten
The men will march at 8 o’clock to the
over half of this number will probably
Edward Lahar
Mousam Opera house in a body to listen
attend the town meeting and stay to
Frank Towne, drill master
to the illustrated lecture by Dr. Scud
Will Warren
vote on each article. The others will
Fred Titcomb and daughter Cordelia. der on Physical Fitness in its relation
do the kicking for next year and put
ship to mental efficiency. Over 100
every possible obstacle in the way of
whatever officials are elected. That is
Those who attended the hearing be colored slides of play and game activi
the way it has been in the past and un fore the joint legislative committee on ties will be shown. There will also be
less something out of the ordinary hap judiciary at Augusta last week were: opportunity at the reception to follow
pens there is not apt to be any great North M. West, ’Asa A. Richardson, to meet this great educator and confe r
change. But each one can make an Charles Hall, Herbert Hall, Roscoe E. with him. The Arian orchestra will
effort to bring some one else to the Littlefield, Loring S.- Edgcomb, D. F. furnish a concert from 7:30 to 8. Fri
meeting and make it more representa Toothaker, Edwin I. Littlefield, W. H. day conferences will be continued and
tive of the town as a whole. Think this Littlefield, Elmer M. Roberts, P. in the evening Dr. Scudder will speak
over 'and make an effort. Let every Raino, Frank Bonser, John E. Water to Kennebunkport people at the home
wife, sister or mother of a voter see house, Rev. C. H. McVey, Henry King, of Prof, and Mrs. Chas. Chase. Ad
that he does his duty next Monday. C. E. Currier, William Gooch, Edwin mission frSe to all the meetings.
Kennebunk is noted for many things Bragdon, Frank Rutter and Engineer
and it may have the added distinction Gleason. The committee is expected
A Mrs. Hirst of Kennebunkport com
of having a larger percentage of its to report before the end of the week.
plained to the Biddeford police last Fri
voters participating in elections than
Charles Coolbroth, who has been day morning that she had lost her
any of the neighboring municipalties.
seriously
ill with erysipelas in his face pocket book containing $15 and two
When all the men vote then the women
will and the State and Nation will at the Maine Institution of the Blind in strips of A. S; L. Ry. tickets. Mrs.
Portland is reported as being much Hirst left the Port on the 9 o’clock
achieve the ideal democratic state.
improved and well on the way to re car and the pocket book disappeared
Yours truly,
before Biddeford was reached. She
John C. Calhoun Brown. covery.
Rev. and Mrs. S. E. Leech went to was not certain as to whether she lost
Edward Blanchard received injuries Auburn Tuesday to attend the funeral the article or had her pocket picked
about the face while attending to the of Mr. Eben Pulsifer, an uncle of -Mr. but had grounds of suspecting the
latter.
Leech. They return tonight.
fires in the Town Hall furnace today.

Butter Wrappers

Although we print anything and every

thing we are just now specializing^on Butter

Wrappers and are prepared to furnish the same

at short notice in any quantity desired and at
fair prices.

The Enterprise Press
Telephone 19

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK, ME.

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE
DEVOTED TO THE GENERAL
INTERESTS OF YORK COUNTY.

Mrs. W. C. Goodwin of Brown street
was a visitors at Lawrence, Mass;, re
cently.
Rev. D. M. Wilson attended and ad
dressed a reunion and banquet of Co.H.,
at Salem, Mass., on Monday evening.
The usual fortnightly social will be
Miss Rosie McKay of Westbrook is held at the Unitarian parlors Thursday.
now working at the Woodbine Sani Supper at 6.30. An entertainment is
promised.
tarium.

NEWS NOTES
ABOUT TOWN

Appropriate Observance
Washington’s Birthday

Birthday Surprise
The B. O. V. class of the Baptist
Sunday School, Mrs. Fred W. Andrews,
teacher, met at the home of Mrs. Harry
Washburn, Monday evening and hap
pily surprised Miss Lizzie Young, a
member, in celebration of her birthday.
The evening was pleasantly spent m
the enjoyment of games and vocal and
instrumental music and refreshments
of ice cream, cake, home made candy
and fancy crackers were served.
Miss Young was the recipient of sev
eral useful and pre tty j gifts,, among
them a handsome signet ring, Those
present were:
Mrs. Harry Washburn.
Mrs. Fred W. Andrews.
Miss Lizzie Young
Miss Elsie Young
Miss Pansy Felch
Miss Myrtle Waterhouse
Miss Marion Hatch
Miss Rose Darrill
Miss Genevieve Fletcher.

A Word of Caution.
In nothing else can a person be
more deceived than in the matter
of glasses. Fakers and unscrupu
lous peddlers know this and the
country and often tne city is visit
ed by men who mislead the cus
tomer, and give him only the cheap
est and most harmful glasses.
Cheap frames and mould lenses is
the makeup, and the patient is not
only out his money, but could do
nothing that would so quickly ruin
his eyes. Just why people will be
led into the trap set by the peddler
no one seems to know.

No more fitting time than the birth
day of “Columbia’s Favorite Son”
could be chosen to impress upon our
boys and girls of today the meaning of
the word, patriotism. We cannot do
too much at just this time, to arouse a
love for our own country and a deep
Any dresses or clothing finished for feeling of reverence and loyalty to the
Congressman
D.
J.
McGillicuddy
of
One Year, in Advance ....$1.00
Stars and Stripes. Especially is this
Three Months, ..............................25 the Second District has been appointed the York County Children’s Aid should
the duty of the public school teacher,
Single Copies, 3 Cents.
to membership of the important house be left this week at the home of Mrs.
who day after day looks into the faces
Advertising Rates made known on committee on ways and means,
George Cousens.
of the boys and girls representing so
application.
Walter Cole, who came home from many nations.
Correspondence is desired from any
Born, in Gorham, Feb. 17, to Mr. and
Interested parties, relative to town Mrs. Owen Martin, a daughter. Mrs. Phillips-Exeter academy to spend the
In Massachusetts a proper observance
and county matters.
LITTLEFIELD, the Optometrist
Martin was Miss Eula Russell of this holiday is confined to his home with aa of both Lincoln’s and Washington’s
attack of the mumps.
town.
birthdays is demanded* by the state and
BIDDEFORD
MAINE
A first-class printing plant in con
Don’t forget to order a bundle of notice to that effect is sent to the
Petitions
are
being
circulated
about
nection. All work done promptly
York arid Kittery in regard to the mat kindling with your next grocery order. teachers.
and in up-to-date style.
A program of much interest to the
ter of hiring a superintendent of schools
Stuart Cousens and Richard Towns,
parents
and children of the West Ken
jointly by those towns.
of Boston, spent the week-end and holi
ENTERPRISE on Sale at Miss Elizabeth Studervant of Fal day with Mr. Cousens’ parents Mr. and nebunk Primary was presented in the
school room Tuesday afternoon. Upon
the following places: mouth is in the Woodbine Sana- Mrs. Charles W. Cousens.
request, the Flag Drill given Lincoln’s
253 Main St.
Biddeford
tarium, Kennebunk Village. Her many
The senior class of Kennebunk high Day was repeated.
Kennebunk.
friends wish her a speedy recovery.
school held a very successful candv sale
“The Story of Washington,” told to To Aid Maine Poultry Men
E. A. Bodge, Brown’s News Stand. Mrs. John Lord will entertain at at Cousens’ Old Corner Grocery Satur the children by their teacher, Miss
West Kennebunk—E. C. Webber. auction bridge next Wednesday evening. day afternoon and evening. About $15 Melcher, and illustrated by blackboard The extension service of the College
drawings proved to be most entertain- of Agriculture announces the organi
A colonial evening will be enjoyed each was cleared.
Kennebunkport—E. C. Miller.
is prepared to furnish music
guest coming attired in colonial costume.
zation of an aggressive campaign for
for all occasions.
At a meeting of the York County R. ing to the little ones.
Cape Porpoise—Helen F. Ward,
Charles Goodnow, a student at F. D. carriers held at Alfred' on Mon A great pie, made by “Columbia” the development of the poultry busi- For terms and particulars telephone
Wells—Harley Moulton.
Phillips-Exeter academy and Mrs. Mary day Frederick A. Small of the local post for her favorite son’s birthday, stood ness of the state.
Ogunquit—W. F. Cousens.
on a table in one corner of the room.
Last July Mr. William C. Monahan,
Ï53-3» Kennebunk, Me.
Goodnow Morton, of Boston, are visi t- office was elected president for his fifth
Itwas'gayly trimmed with flags and a graduate of the college, was appoint
ing their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles consecutive term.
set in a frill of red, white and blue ed Instructor in Poultry Extension
WEDNESDAY. FEB. 24. 1915
W. Goodnow.
Israel A Burke is hauling lumber to
paper. Like all Washington pie, it was Work. He has made an investigation buy your hair GOODS
Arrangements are being made to his lot on Storer street preparatory to in layers. The eight little patriots who not only of the poultry conditions of the
—OF----hold
the Annual Easter sale and chicken erecting a residence there in the early first partook of it, found the first layer state but also of the markets for poul
Trouble is about the only thing that
spring. Joshua Clark & Sons have
you can get in this country without ad supper of the Baptist society at the been awarded the contract to construct below the crust made of dates, not try products in New England and the
vestry
of
that
church
on
Tuesday,
dates from over the sea but dates methods of handling such products in 518 Congress St
vertising.—Ex.
Portland
the same.
April 6th, afternoon and evening.
grown in our own U. S. A. Odd dates the markets and has now laid out his
A committee of Olive Rebekah lodge they were, for a pie, such as 1776, 1809, plan of campaign, which is approxi Made from FIRST QUALITY Hair only
Charles Rush, principal of Kenne
We do not use any Chinese Hair in this
Town meeting Monday. Read Mr.
members
has arranged for a box supper etc. A word or two of explanation was mately as follows:
bunkport High school, occupied the
store.
Brown’s article in another column and pulpit at the Baptist church last Sun next Monday evenihg. Ladies are re found with each and read aloud, in
First—To work in cooperation with
We will send goods on approval to
turn
to
the
audience.
make it a point to be there.
existing poultry associations such as
day both morning and evening, preach quested to bring a box of “goodies”
responsible people. We make every
The second layer, entirely hidden
sufficient
for
two
and
the
attendance
of
ing forceful and inspiring sermons.
from the view of the little patriots, was the Maine Poultry Association, the Ban conceivable kind of hair piece, in all
all members is requested.
of candy; candy enough for all the gor Poultry Association, and others to shades of hair.
Ex-President Taft credits President
The various retail and business es
scholars, it appeared.
assist in organizing other associations
Tomorrow
evening
at
7.45
the
mem

Wilson with a sincere desire to keep the tablishments, with few exceptions,
We also make switches from your
“Columbia’s pie” surely proved to be wherever it shall appear advisable.
country out of all possible trouble. were closed Monday in commemoration bers of the Webhannet club will meet a success.
own combings, that are made right and
Second
—
To
establish
a
large
number
The program of the afternoon was as
Now let one more ex-president come in of Washington’s birthday; The day at the home of Mrs. George Cousens
$2.50
of demonstrations in poultry manage a pleasure for you to wear for
follows:
and make it unanimous.
was an ideal one for a winter holiday, and proceed in a body to Mousam Opera
ment
in
every
county
in
Maine
for
the
School
House to- hear the lecture by Dr. 1. Song, “Washington,”
being clear and warm.
2. Recitation, ‘ ‘Our Hero, ’ ’
purpose of demonstrating profitable and Big FREE Catalog is fall S ........... . 0 ■ ■■ b]
Scudder.
Evelyn
Hatch practicable methods. Demonstrations
Mrs. Clarence Christie entertained a
C
nEW ENGLAND E3.. I
of Bargains like this.
»MERCANTILE CO. (“*1| I
It is reported about town that a cer party of friends at bridge last Friday
Recitation,
“
Two
Letters,
”
The American steamer Carib sunk by 3.
WRITE for copy
have
already
been
started
in
Franklin,
Plummer
Adjutant
tain “heeler” for one particular party is evening. Mr. Christie and Herbert a German mine in the North Sea yester
Hancock, Sagadahoc, Oxford, Knox
in an excellent position to be of benefit Lunge secured the scoring honors. Re day was commanded by a Maine man, 4. Recitation, “Good Advice, ”
Earnest Stevens counties.' Work in other counties will
that
to his superiors owing to the fact
freshments were served during -the Capt. E. L. Cole of Thomaston. The 5. Song, “The Red Drum,”
he has taken courses of study and evening and a general gobd time en ship was formerly owned by the Clyde
Roland Webber be started at once.
- Third—Extension schools in poultry
When bought with other
H | Premium Coupona on All Ordrn 11 ■
Recitation,
“
Tell
Us
the Story,”
6.
graduated from the two opposing par- joyed.
line and plied between Boston and South
merchandise
?| S31 Pounjl W.’-LQO I* 1
Elaine Adjutant management, each several days in
ties. So much for an education.
U3 —— O aaua B I
Why
continue
to
pay
the
deal

7. The Story of Washington
Bundle wood is now on the market. ern ports
length are now being held in various
er’s high prices when you can
Miss
Melcher
buy groceries and other mercban lise direct from us at^k
A city convenience at a low cost 5 cts.
Try a »bundle and be convinced— 8. Song, “Yankee Doodle”
a big saving? We protect yourpoc ketbook yet give high-^
10 Boys sections of the state with very. graftiest quality and guarantee satisfa nion or money back,
Kindling wood 5 cents a package.
William R. Pattangall, the “Peerless Ask your grocer about it—He has it.
9. Dramatization of the “Story of the fying results. This plan will be con
Premium Profit-Sharing Certi ficates increase your
tinued and developed.
Cherry Tree. ”
savings. Start the saving today—write for Catalog No.40
Patt’ ’ has gone on record as favoring
An art has been introduced into the
A meeting of the Webhannet Club
10.
Recitation,
“
The
Hatchet
”
Reference: Federal Tru it Co., Boston
Fourth
—
A
farm
egg
laying
contest
is
woman’s suffrage. An able convert to legislature aiming to establish the in has been called for next Monday even
Vernon Webber now being organized in several counties
NEW ENGLAND MER CANTILE CO.
the cause to say the least. Representa stallation of fire escapes on all public ing at 7X o’clock at the home of Mrs. 11. Song, “Our Flag”
India Street
E OSTON, MASS.
tive Homer T. Waterhouse has also houses where guests are lodged. and George E. Cousens on ^Portland street. 12. Recitation, * ‘The Flag of the U. S. and will be extended to all counties de
A”
Richard Noble siring same as soon as possible.
declared! himself as in favor of the every business building requiring the Miss Margaret Thompson will be the
Fifth—Lectures on the various phases
same and the cause is booming daily.
presence of workmen above the first leader and town meeting topics are to 13. Recitation, “Betty’s Flag”
Yvonne Hevey of the poultry business will be given
story.
be discussed.
14. Recitation “The Flag’s Message”
Extensively Imitated
Lucy Houle wherever desired.
Never Equalled
Stories of large eggs are coming in
The display window at the E. A. 15. Recitation, “February Trees
- At any rate this war has done won from Androscoggin County. An April
Sixth—Boys’ and Girls’ Poultry clubs
”
Bodge variety store came in for much
ders in the way of popularizing the
Ruth Adjutant are being organized. . A few were or
, pullet belonging to Charles S. Green & favorable comment on its decorations 16. Song, “My Dream Flag,”
American ffag.—Exchange.
ganized last year with successful out
Yvonne Hevey
So did Kennebunk’s observance of Son of Lisbon Falls on Feb. 8th laid an in keeping with Washington’s Birthday.
come. It is believed that this form of
17.
Exercise,
Flag
Colors,
3
Girls
Lincoln’s Birthday. Think of what the egg 9 inches in length and ‘8 inches in A large picture of Washington occupied
Poultry Extension work will prove es
18. Columbia’s Pie
circumference
inside
of
which
was
a
flag stands for and put it, if you have
the centre of the window with flags 19. Song, “The Star Spangled Banner” pecially valuable and will be developed.
Hot Water
one, where you and every passerby can fully developed egg which measured and hatchets making a handsome dis 20. Flag Drill.
Seventh—Exhibits illustrating various
see it each day. ' The emblem of our 5x6.
play.
types of housing, feed mixtures, model
great country was not made to be kept
District Lodge I. O. G. T.
The Kennebunkport Skippers basket
poultry farms, etc., will be prepared
The 25th anniversary of the marriage
in a dark closet. It is the emblem of ball team added another to their long
of Mr. and Mrs. Howard Emmons was
The quarterly session of York Dis for use at poultry exhibits held by as
over 100,000,000 people and they all list of victories last Wednesday evening
celebrated at their home on the Moun trict lodge I. O, G. T. was held Wed sociations, fairs, etc.
Those wonderful machines
should see it daily.
when the fast Springvale Independent
Eighth — Correspondent courses in
are self-regulating
team was handily defeated by a score tain road last Wednesday the “Jolly nesday with Salus lodge, with nearly
poultry management are offered with
They are complete—no extras
of 28 to 9. In a preliminary game the Four” composed of Mrs. Florence Ross, every lodge in the district represented.
to buy
With town meeting day only five Kennebunkport High team defeated Kennebunkport, Mrs. Cora Coburn of
The following list of officers were out expense to those taking them. A
Biddeford and Mrs. Susie Northrop and elected to serve for the coming year:
large number of students are now regis
days away an unusual quietness per Sanford High 22 to 11.
Made in 8 sizes and Sold
tered in these courses.
Mrs. Florence Benson of Saco taking
as low as $7.50 (60 eggs)
vades political circles, The Republican
D. C. F.—Frank G. Donnell
Rev. Burton H. Tilton has accepted charge of the entertainment. The
Ninth—An “Advice by Mail” service
D. Councelor—Frances Hutchins
caucus is tonight and a report of the the call to the pastorate of the First
Send today for catalog
D. V. T.—Bernice Goldthwaite
has been established whereby the ex
same will be found in another column, Baptist Church, and expects to be ready party arrived at the Emmons home at
S.
J.
W.
—
Josephine
R.
Pollard
perience and training of the Extension
The Democrats hold their caucus to- to commence his duties about April 1. an early hour in the morning prepared
D. Secretary—Grace E. Stevens
Instructor in Poultry and the poultry
D. Asst. Secretary—Lucy Hutchins
morrow night and while nothing can be Mr. Tilton has been pastor of the Grove_ to spend the day in feastsng and social
enjoyment.
A
fine
chicken
dinner
was
experts
at the college and station are
D.
E.
Supt.
—
E.
H.
Emery
ascertained beforehand it is understood Street Baptist church in Somersworth,
D. Treasurer—Fannie M. Durrell
PORTLAND
MAINE
placed at the disposal of all persons in
that the same old board will still be in N. H., for over seven years. He is served a feature of which was a large
D. Chaplain—Zera Jones
indian
pudding
with
cream.
A
large
terested
in
poultry
and
who
desire
in

the field. There may be changes in rhe president of the City Ministers’ Asso
D. Marshal—C. A. Maxwell
formation or advice upon the subject.
D. Guard—Laura Hicks
list but the candidates for selectmen ciation of that place and* of the Roch birthday cake formed the centre-piece
of
the
table.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Emmons
Tenth—Personal visits will be made
D.
Sentinel
—
Mary
Littlefield
will undoubtedly come up for their ester and Vicinity Ministers’ Association
D. Dep. Marshal—Florence Potts
received a number of beautiful presents.
on request to farms and poultry plants
fourth endorsement by Kennebunk citi as well.
FOR SALE
The representatives and alternates by the poultry instructor and the county
The little people present who added to
zens. The same board has conducted
The warrant for the annual town
Gray Birch wood for sale. For
the town’s affairs for the past three meeting to be held on Monday, March the enjoyment of the occasion were elected to attend grand lodge session to agents in the nine counties of the state
in Which such agents are located for further particulars, inquire of
years with the greatest satisfaction to 1st, was posted last week and contains Lillian and Bessie Ross, daughters of be held in Auburn in April:
DANIEL WALKER,
Representatives—S. A.
Maxwell, the purpose of advice wherever such
everybody. The petty squabblings of 58 articles. Much of the business to1 Mrs. Florence Ross; Lucy Emmons, Josephine R. Pollard, A. G. Lyons.
West Kennebunk, Me., Tel. 65-?5
visits are possible.
former administrations are a thing of come before that meeting has to do' daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Etrimons and
Alternates—Emma Piper,
Lucy
3w-16
This work will be closely correlated to
the past and everything has been har with extending the town lighting sys Norman L. Ham.
Hutchins, E. H. Emery.
the
County
Agent
Farm
Demonstration
monious and businesslike. Mr. Perkins, tem and the concrete sidewalks. A
Recommended for lodge deputy—A.
Work and the Boys’ club work so that
G. Lyons.
as chairman of the board, has been newjachool building in the Pines dis
Bridge
Party
The officers were installed by G. C. T. instead of one man located at Orono be
called upon to devote much time to the trict is asked for and a course in domes
Howard C. Woodside of Portland, A. G. ing available for assisting the people
town’s business. The town has been tic science proposed for the public
INSURANCE
Thé Misses Alice and Mary Varney Lyons acting as installing marshal and of Maine all Extension representatives
well managed. Too much cannot be schools.
Fidelity
Phoenix Fire Ins. Co.
of the college will be prepared to help.
gave an auction bridge party at their Mrs. U. A. Caine deputy marshal.
said in praise of the faithful services of
Something
new in this section bundle home on York street on the afternoon
American
Central Ins. Co.
A
list
of
county
agents
will
be
forward

At the noon hour the members of
the other gentlemen, Messrs Jones and
Detroit Fire and Marine Ins. Co,
Boothby. The only criticism thus far wood at 5c a package.—All grocers of Washington’s birthday. The decora Salus lodge served the visitors with a ed to any person on inquiry.
tions, score cards nnd refreshments were very appetizing dinner. A number of Any person or association desiring
Wells Mutual Fire Ihs. Co.
advanced against these officials is the have it.
Perley D. Greenleaf, Herbert Lunge, all of a patriotic character in keeping resolutions were drawn Mrs. Josephine assistance should write Agricultural
fact that they have done things accord
WELLS
ME.
Extension Service or to Mr. Wm. C.
ing to the letter of the law and for the George Fiske, and Harry Lunge spent with the day. The first prize, a book, R. Pollard, acting as chairman.
Resolved, That indications are more Monahan, Orono, Maine. Prompt atbenefit of the townspeople rather than the week-end at Mr. Lunge’s camp at was won by Mrs. Clarence Webber.
playing into the hands of special inter Kennebunk Pond. Mr. Greenleaf Dainty refreshments of salads,ice cream favorable towards national prohibition tention will be given all inquiries.
ests for the benefit of their political op demonstrated his ability as a fisherman and fancy cakes were served. The fol than ever before in the world’s history
while there hooking and skillfully land- lowing wefie present:—
and we view with deep satisfaction the
ponents.
Dealer In
ina a large tin pail. With the always
Mrs. Ralph Andrews
advance all over the world of total
To Err is Human
possible eventuality of the raising of
Mrs. F. C. Lord
abstinence and legal prohibition.
Mrs. J. W. Lord
such useful articles to war prices’^this
(2) That the cruel European war is
Notice
Newspaper compositors who edit
Mrs. N. L. Thompson
I36 Main Street
is no mean achievement and Mr. Green
not an unmitigated evil, for it has copy, no matter how eagle eyed they
Mrs. Clarence Webber
leaf is to be congratulated upon his
Mrs. Ira Wells
cleared the vision of principalities and may be, sometimes allow errors to
The customers who have been in the prowess.
Mrs. O. H. Whittaker
powers until they can see that a “get by” that are either laughable or
Miss Mary Goodwin
habit of using the Maplewood Farm
No horse for sale at any price for war
drunken
army is not to be relied upon, humiliating. A Chicago paper, in re
Miss Annie Lord.
butter will find it at the Corner Grocery purposes is the declaration of Jefferson
and that for a soldier to be of value to porting a political meeting, said that
store Saturdays.
Adv. county, Nebraska, farmers, according
his country, he must be sober, and to the audience rent the air with their
to a report from Fairbury in that State.
insure sobriety have enforced total snouts. Another Chicago paper re
They were met there by a buyer from
abstinence upon whole nations and ported that the propeller Alaska was
LICENSED EMBALMER
CLARINET
PIANO
Russia even in war has a much in leaving port with a cargo of 40,000 and Furnishing Undertaker
French Method
Faelten System Kansas, who said he was willing to pay
creased bank deposit account over that
top figures for animals suited for
VETERINARY SURGEON when
the Czar declared for the prohibi bushels of cats. A Buffalo paper in
cavalry and artillery purposes in the
and PHYSICIAN
describing the scene when Roosevelt
tion of vodka.
European war. The farmers admitted
That York district lodge, hereby ex took oath of office of president said it
Tel. 42-3
—7—Teacher of------Graduate
of
U.
of
Penn.
State
they had some horses for sale, but said
presses its condemnation of the drug was a spectacle never to be forgotten
gist
bill
now
before
our
legislature
and
they
were
to
much
attached
to
them
to
CLARINET and PIANO
Veterinary Deputy.
would petition this, that it ought when Roosevelt, before the chief justice
have them sent to a far-off country,
not to pass.—Biddeford Journal, Feb. of the supreme court, and a few wit
Studios:—241 Congress St., Portland
probably to be killed on the battle field. Phone 106
SANFORD, ME 18th.
Tel. 106-12 Fletcher St.. Kennebunk
nesses, took his simple bath.
Issued every Wednesday by
ANNIE JOYCE CREDIFORD.
Editor and Publisher
Printed at The Enterprise Press
Office
Kennebunk, Maine.
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and headed tissues, thin silks overlaid

YOU are wondering what to give
to »your woman friends, why not with-net, and plain materials, tucked,
IFconsider
one of the many fancy caps or shirred ; or corded,- help out, with
which have grown to be so important
la part of their belongings? Caps for
the boudoir, caps for the dance, caps
!for wear at breakfast, and caps for
the theater—every woman wants them.
All brides affect a cap arrangement of
the veil or have it attached to a sepa
rate cap.
These bits of finery are made of all
sorts of filmy and frivolous materials,
■with laces and the sheerest of fabrics
the most dependable among them.
*They are more or less elaborate, ac
cording to the occasions upon which
they are to be worn, and the fancy
of the maker.
The simplest caps are those for the
boudoir made of quaker, lingerie, or
other filmy laces and nets, with light
satin ribbon used in combination.
Not air of the boudoir caps are simple,
however; some of them have frills of
wide fine lace turned back in front
and falling capelike at the back, and
are decorated with chiffon roses or
small millinery flowers. Then there
are the plain little caps for wear
at night, made of fine embroideries
or fabrics trimmed with narrow laces.
Dancing caps are usually wired at
¡the edge, and the Dutch model, or a
¡modification of it, is best liked. .ChifJfon, lace, metallic nets and laces and
little chiffon roses go to make up these
fascinating head coverings. Spangled

handsome laces, in providing variety.
A pretty example of a dancing or
theater cap is shown in the illustra
tion given here. Laces and tucked
chiffon with metallic braids are used
over a thin silk to form the body of
the cap. The front Is faced, on the
under side, with a fine lace gathered
in a very narrow frill about the edge.
A small, flat rose of chiffon set in
chiffon leaves is mounted at each side
of the front near the top.
The edge of the cap Is wired with a
fine wire and the corners bent out
ward over the ears, after the fashion
of the Dutch cap.
It tabes so little material to make
them anti they are so easily done that
no one need be afraid to try her hand
at niaking caps for holiday gifts. They
areadorably pretty and for the amount
of service and pleasure they give noth
ing that costs so little can equal them.
Points Everywhere.

The fashion for points is in full
swing. The new note in some of the
skirts is a point, back and front. The.
trains of evening frocks are long and
pointed. Many evening frocks have
drapery on the skirt or bodice which
falls in long points. There are pointed
scallops, too, on some afternoon frock
tunics.

Inexpensive and Lovely in Ribbon
iter

There is no housewife who does not
pride herself on her household linens.
Especially proud is
she of fine table
linen. Simplicity of
decoration and ap
pointments is the
last word today,
and the real pleas
ure of entertaining
need not be swal
lowed by the anxious preparation
co common in days passed. Many
a woman in her effort to hold her repu
tation as a cook, overloads her table.
Today such a display is out of taste.
If one cannot afford to use nice
linen all the time she may surely have
one set to use when entertaining. The
bare table is now so commonly used
with pretty doilies that most women
hail the custom as a most economical
onez
For a simple luncheon the Japanese
sets, which make no pretense of being
anything but cotton, but. which have
pretty designs in artistic colorings, are
well liked and are chea'p in price.
Flowers for the table always add a
restful look and may be the simplest
little plant or a most pretentious hot
house bouquet. A very pretty fern
like plant may be grown at home by
planting a few seeds of the grapefruit
in a small pot. The glossy leaves look
like a rare plant.
When candles are used, one may
have the glass candlesticks, which are
very inexpensive, and the shades may
be made at home of the color desired.
Candle light is much softer and pret
tier when coming through dainty
shades than any other light.
Even for small companies, the salad
and dessert course is much daintier
and may be served much more effect
ively as to decoration if served indi
vidually.
The stemmed glasses make a most
dainty receptacle to serve both des
serts and cocktails, while the handled
cups of glass can be used either for
punch or sherbet.
Whatever service is used, it may he
dainty, if cheap. In this age it is not
the most money which buys the pret
tiest things. Simple designs in the
dishes used, as well as in cutlery and
linen,, is the sign of good taste.
It is sadly amiss never to perceive
how much sunshine gilds our mortal
day until that brightness is dimin
ished.—Christina Rossetti.

Disappointment should always be ta
ken as a stimulant, and never viewed
as a discouragement.

THE TIN CAN DINNER.

fischine!
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. ;
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when the old-fashioned
looked askance upon
her who served a dish,
or worse> a mea-l» from
a tin can. This prejudice is gradually becoming removed, for we
y z find that many of our
foods are well tinned
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IBBON departments are beginning
to blossom out into the glory of
¡lovely things, as they do with each
return of the holidays. Here is a
¡group of dainty feminine belongings,
Including something suited to' every
one, from the baby to grandma. They
are pretty and they are inexpensive
and therefore destined to stay the
quest of many a Christmas shopper.
At the center, the most pretentious
piece of the collection is a handsome
’blanket bow, made solely for beauty’s
sake. It has no other use than to dec
orate the cradle or carriage covering
of the baby, and is intended as a bril
liant finishing touch to all the dainty
paraphernalia required by that im
portant personage. It is made of plain
satin ribbon in pink or blue, and ribbon
not less than nine inches wide is used
for it. Ten knotted loops with a knot
at the center and a hanging end make
It look like a gorgeous flower. It is
mounted on a safety pin for fastening
it to the'coverlid. •
Smail bows of narrower ribbon are
:made in the same way to be used on
fine nightgowns for grown people.
At the left are two lingerie bows.
Both are made of plain satin ribbon in
any of the light colors. One of them
requires ribbon an inch and a half or
two inches wide and a bit of baby rib
bon of the same color for the center.
:The other is made entirely of baby
¡ribbon.
" These small flowerlike bows are
| pinned to petticoats, nightgowns, cor[set covers,, etc., with safety pins, and
i transferred from one garfiient to ari•j other at the pleasure of the wearer..
They make Christmas gifts that cost

R

little and are sure to please the re
cipient.
Two hair decorations for little girls
are shown at the right. The upper
one for girls' of four and upward con
sists of an elastic band with narrow
satin ribbon shirred over it, and a
bouffant bow of wider satin ribbon.
The ribbon-covered band holds the
hair and bow in place. For the bow a
ribbon five or six inches wide is re
quired.
For the tiny girl who counts her
years fewer than four, rosettes of
baby ribbon joined with two bands of
the same make the prettiest little
head decoration imaginable. A piece
of uncovered elastic is to be cut the
right length and its ends sewed to the
rosettes. (Jr one end may be sewed
and the other provided with a hook to
fasten into a thread eye on the rosette.
JULIA BOTTOMLEY.
Novelties in Gloves.

This season a washable white
dressed kid has been perfected and
made into gloves. They are quite sat
isfactory, so far as both dealers and
public are concerned, if they are wash
ed carefully according to directions,
and they really look quite as well as
the white dressed kid that must be
sent to the cleaner or washed in gaso
line every time that it is soiled.
There is another novelty in the glove
world. That is the gray chamois or
doeskin glove. Heretofore the only
colors made in washable gloves were
white and tan or yellow. But the gray
glove is quite as satisfactory as the
other kinds, both before and after it
is washed.

ergy, money and the
most important of all, the time we
may use for better things.
Never leave the contents of a can
after it has been opened, but put into
a bowl or dish and set away in a
cool place. Many of the vegetables
are improved by pouring out and air
ing for a time before ’ cooking.
Through canned goods the house
wife of today may call upon the mar
kets of the world. Novelties in form
and combination are appearing each
month on the market. The pineapple
which in its perfect state is preserved
where it is grown and is so much su
perior to any that we can prepare
bought from our markets. We may
have chicken in jelly, sweet peppers,
chicken livers truffled, chop suey
or chili con carne at a moment’s no
tice.
A warm welcome is assured to the
chance gq^st who drops in to a meal
where the emergency shelf is well
stocked with canned food.
Soups of various kinds are always
good. Vegetables like corn may be
escalloped or served in a salad and
countless dishes may be evolved from
combinations of vegetables.
Corn Scallop.—Into a buttered bak
ing dish put layers of com and but
tered crumbs. Pour over a cup of
sweet milk and bake in a hot oven
until the crumbs, which should form
the top layer, are browned.

When there are two parties to a
bargain it is only reasonable that the
interests of both should be consulted.
—Oliver TwistJ
There is some victory gained in ev
ery gallant struggle which, is made.

SALAD ACCESSORIES.

Though the ingredients of a salad
are of utmost importance, the touches
in the way of gar
nishing and serv
ing are equally so
The
ingredients
should be choser
as to their fitness
of combination and
the salad dressing
accentuates the fla
vor. In arranging the setting oi
salad nothing adds to its appearance
like crisp green nests of lettuce
’or . cress. A most unappetizing
appearance may be given to the most
tasty combination if served carelessly
on wilted leaves. Fruit salads are
most attractive on fresh leaves of the
fruit itself used, if obtainable. Nas
turtium leaves if used just before serv
ing are also attractive and the small
green seed adds to the piquancy of a
salad or salad dretjsing,;'» if finely
minced. Boats made bf cucumber, oi
cups made of apples or tomatoes, are
especially good for ^alad receptacles
Baskets made of lemon, orange oi
grapefruit are also most pleasing salad
dishes. Small cantaloupes may bf
used, but are better served as a des
sert with ice cream.
Rings of stuffed olives, balls of sea
soned cheese and nuts, pimentoes cut
in any fancy strips or shapes, tiny rad
ishes, capers and bits of any candied
fruit are largely used as garnishings
A dainty blossom is often a most at
tractive form of decoration, Tiny
sandwiches containing chopped greet
pepper are most toothsome with a
meat salad.
Stalks .of asparagus are especially
pretty served in a ring of red or green
pepper and dressed with any desired
salad dressing.
It will usually be found that the
meaner domestic vices propagate
themselves to be their own antagon
ists. Selfishness does this especially;
so do suspicion, cunning, stealth and
covetous propensities.—Martin Chuz
zlewit.

DESSERT SUGGESTIONS.

Make a ring of bro'ken bits of mac
aroons on each serving plate, fill thf
center with whipped
cream, sweetened anc
flavored and sprinkled
, with chopped maraschi
no cherries just before
serving. Ice cream may
be used in place ol
whipped cream.
Fill a half of a canned
>each or pear with macaroon crumbs
cover with a custard or whipped
cream, sprinkled with nuts or chopped
fruit.
Boil rice until tender, drain and add
the pulp of an orange, some thinly
sliced banana and a few canned cher
ries, and put into a mold. When ready
to serve, turn out, cover with pow
dered sugar and serve with cream.
Banana Ice Cream.-—Scald two cup
fuls of milk in a double boiler ant
when it is just scalded pour it ovei
three beaten eggs. Return to the dou
ble boiler, stirring constantly until the
mixture coats the spoon, add a dash o:
salt, a half cupful of sugar, and whei
the custard is cold a teasboonful o‘
lemon juice and three mashed bana
nas.
Frozen Plum Pudding.—Scald a pin;
of milk arid when hot pour over three
well-beaten egg yolks, add a cupful ol
sugar and cook over hot water unti
the mixture Yoats the spoon; strair
and flavor with melted chocolate
Then fold in the stiffly-beaten whites
and one cupful of whipped cream. Pre
pare the fruit to be used, steaming the
raisins and currants and adding the
finely-shredded citron after soaking ir
orange juice.
Uncooked Mincemeat.-—Into an old
fashioned crock put alternately in thir
layers one pound of fresh beef suet
finely chopped, two pounds of seeded
raisins, one pound of pitted dates, hall
a pound of mixed nutmeats, one pound
of currants, two pounds of “A” sugar
two pounds of sour apples, chopped
half a pound each of candied gingei
and citron, one grated nutmeg, one
teaspoonful of salt, the juice and rind
of two lemons and oranges, two ounces
of allspice, . cinnamon, and cloves
mixed. Add a pint of cider, which is
cold but has been boiled. Stir occa
sionally for a few days. Then can.

CITIZENS AND PUBLIC HEALTH
Physical Well-Being Most Important
to Community as Well as to
the individual.

There are few things of so great im
portance to the individual as his
health. Upon it depends largely his
attitude toward life and his relation
ship to his fellow man. Generally
speaking, the physically well are pros
perous and efficient and the sick or
diseased unsuccessful and inefficient.
The individual chronically poisoned
by malaria or by hookworm infection
finds his daily work onerous and the
fruits ¡of.his labor give but little pleas
ure. 'The consumptive would gladly
exchange his bank account for physi
cal health. Who would not give his
material wealth if by so doing he
could bring back loved ones lost pre
maturely by fatal disease?
The health of the community is the
combined health of those living in it.
The relation of the citizen to the
health of the community is, therefore,
his relation
the health of his neigh
bors and of those living in the same
city or state.
The health c-T the community should
be of interest to every individual, for
upon it depends the welfare of him
self, of his family and of his fellow
citizens. Upon the health of the peo
ple depends the happiness and pros
perity of the community. Without
health there can be no real prosperity
and such material success as may be
attained is of little benefit.
To the extent that the inhabitants
of a community are sick the commu
nity itself is diseased. The community
has health only in so far as the people
are free from disease. To a commu
nity health is a valuable asset; it in
sures prosperity, it attracts people. It
increases the value of the land. Many
letters are received daily at the public
health bureau at Washington from
people who are contemplating buying
land and moving from one state to
another, asking about the health con
ditions of certain localities.

At the Dentist’s.

These little instincts, such as when
to run and when to stand and when to
hide your eyes and when to look over
your shoulder germinate in every
woman with her first petticoat.—Wom
an’s Home Companion.

I asked this question of my daughtej
last night: “Did your little daughtei
make much fuss when the dentist was
filling her teeth today?” My daughtei
replied: “She never opened hei
mouth.”—Exchange.

Daily Thought.

Quite in Accord.

There are three relationships inhu
man life—commercial, which depend
on what you have; social,..-yhieh de
pend on what you, do; and real, which
depend'On what you are. " ~ ‘

“When we were married we thought
our tastes were congenial!” says she.
“Well,” answered he, “they are. We
both like to argue.” — Washington
Star.
, .

Nothing could be of greater vital’
interest to the family than to know
how to avoid catching cold.

COLDS ThAT KILL

If it be true, as one famous doctor
says, that catching cold can bS
avoided, think what it means. Two«
thirds of the sickness that now op
presses the people would be avoided.'
Serious interference with business.
The anguish of anxious parents. The
blasting of many brilliant dreams.
All these things would be largely
done away with if people knew hoW.
to avoid catching cold. Catching
cold is a very common experience in
numerous households. People have
come , to believe that there is no way
to avoid it.

CAN BE AVOIDED.

Pteople are taught in the “His of
Life” how to avoid the ceaseless
drain that catching cold makes upon
the vital organs. Get it and read it
and judge for yourselves of its value
and practicability. It is issued by
the Peruna Co., of Columbus, Ohio.

Your Liver
Is Clogged Up
That’s Why You’re Tired—-Out of Sorts
—Have No Appetite.

CARTER’S LITTLE^
LIVER PILLS
will put you right
arter s
in a few days. J
• ITTLE
They
HIVER
H PILLS.
their duty.^a®
CureCon-^F
stipation,
Biliousness, Indigestion and Sick Headache

¡C

’

SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.
Genuine

must bear Signature

His “Name.”

A young spark, notorious for his con
ceit, was boasting in the presence of
several gentlemen about the conquests
which he had gained over the femala
heart.
“Look,” said he, “here’s a handsome
present I had from my last inamo
rata,” at the same time handing round
a beautiful cigar-case.
All admired the article, which had
an indorsement of its quality stamped
upon it.
“Very nice gift,” remarked one of
the company. “I perceive your lady
love even had your name put on the
case.”
“Well, that’s queer,” answered the
GET RID OF PLAGUE SPOTS boaster. “I never noticed it.”
“Look again,” rejoined the candid
Poorly Ventilated, Dirty and Crowded one. “The case is distinctly marked
Habitations Are a Disgrace to
‘Real calf.’ ”
the City They Disfigure.

Our Early Chinese Trade.

Houses were .first designed as a
place to seek cover and protection dur
ing sickness, storms and inclement
weather, says a bulletin issued by the
Chicago health department. At other
times, when the hardy people did not
need this protection, they used houses
infrequently. From the ancient, rude
houses have developed the modern
homes, where summer weather may
be had in deepest winter. The ten
dency is for greater comfort and con
venience and the open-air propagan
dist is more and more meeting popular
acclaim. Sun porches, sleeping rooms
widely accessible both to air and sun
rays, are deemed necessary to the best
homes.
But homes of this kind are fewer
by far than the residences of the
humbler classes and there are many
homes filled to overcrowding that en
joy only primitive means for ventila
tion. Such houses: are simply generat
ing beds for the bad-air diseases. In
many cases tenants may know of their
dangers, but the family purse deters
movement to more healthful surround
ings.
It should be brought home to the
owners of unsafe, dirty and neglected
houses that these should be made de
cent. A good modern house may ‘al
ways be rented in any city. Profits do
not depend on poor houses, and the
tenant of an old, poorly ventilated,
dangerous firetrap, never painted nor
repaired, does not get his money’s
worth. In short, as a rule, he pays
the highest price for the poorest ac
commodations.
Plant a Tree.

Whether it be a fruit tree, an orna
mental tree or a timber tree, the time
devoted to planting it is well and
worthily spent. Within the last two
decades the whole country has awak
ened to the importance of the forestry
question. All states should be inter
ested in preserving the remnants of
our goodly forest heritage, and in pass
ing on to future generations a land
beautified and glorified by its wealth
of trees.
It requires years for nature to build
a perfect tree, and it requires only a
few moments for man to destroy na
ture’s work. The time has come when
nature must be assisted in the benefi
cent task of reforestation.—Louisville
Courier-Journal.
Sunken Garden in Old Basement.

Woman’s Little Instincts.

WHY CATCH COLD
One-half of the Deaths and Two«'
thirds of the Sickness is the Di«
reot Result of Catching Cold.

By transforming the basement of a
burned hotel into a sunken garden the
people of Wiscasset, Me., got rid of an
unsightly rubbish-filled excavation and
replaced it with what has proved to be
one of the most attractive features of
the town.—Popular Mechanics.
In Bulk.

She—“I will admit that a woman
seldom weighs her words.
She—Nonsense! Women don’t use
big words.
. He—True, but they would have to
be weighed in such large quantities.

The rapid growth of our early trade
with China is shown by the fact that
the 37 vessels carrying in 1805 nearly
five and three-quarters millions’ worth
of goods to Canton, represented a
larger fraction of our total foreign
commerce than our trade with the
whole of China does today. The silver
imported to balance American trade
with China averaged more than two
and a half millions annually in the 30
years down to 1827, and reached a
maximum of seven and a half mil
lions in 1818.—John Fbord, in Youth’s
Companion.
Not to Be Thought Of.

“Now let us put our head together
and see if we can’t arrange matters.”
. “Put our heads together? That
would hardly do, Maude. Your green
wig and my purple hair won’t harmon
ize.”
When a woman looks in her mirror
she is able to see herself as other
women see her.

Lots of the mistakes of married life
are home made.

Let Them
Speak
For Themselves
You needn’t take any
body’s word for the superior
ity of Post Toasties—
Get a package from your
Grocer, pour some of the
crisp, sweet flakes into a dish,
add cream or milk, and a
sprinkle of sugar if you wish.
Then be the judge of
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Post
Toasties
The Superior

Corn Flakes
—made from the hearts of the
finest Indian Corn, skilfully
cooked, seasoned, rolled and
toasted.
Toasties are not ordinary
“corn flakes,” so remember
when you want Superior Com
Flakes to ask your grocer for

Post Toasties
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THE TREY O' HEARTS
Continued from last week
ror upwards of three-quarters or an

hour of that golden morning which fol
lowed the night of his return to New
York, Mr. Law was permitted to es
teem himself ¿he happiest of mortals.
And inasmuch as this is not only a
longer uninterrupted term of happi
ness than is humanly common but is
more of that emotion than ordinarily
leavens the whole of a lifetime, Alan
was perhaps to be envied, even though
disillusionment when it came was sud
den, sharp, and to him unspeakably
shocking—a swift, unpresaged plunge
from sunlit peaks of supreme content
to the black depths of a bleak Aver-,
nus of despair.
The beginning of the period was
synchronous with the slam of a taxi
cab door that shut away a superfluous
world from the company of two who
loved.
The sound spelled safety as well as
success in Alan’s understanding.
The car slipped smoothly away from
the curb, pursued only by a little gust
of semi-ironic cheers from the little
company of working men who had wit
nessed as well as measurably partici
pated in the putative elopement from
the house of Trine.
Vigilant for any indication that their
evasion had had a witness in that
strange home of deathless hatred,
Alan watched it through the little
window in the back of the cab until a
corner blotted out the vision of it;
then with a sigh of relief sank down
by the side of the woman to whom his
every thought, impulse and emotion
were dedicated.
“Rose!” he whispered, and tenta
tively touched one of the hands that
lay clenched in her lap.
She responded with never a sign to
Indicate consciousness either of his
touch or his whisper.
And reminding himself of the strain
Imposed upon her by the experience
through which they had just passed,
Alan-excused her unresponsiveness on
grounds1 of reaction, and for the time
felt constrained to let his sweetheart
rest and regain her normal poise:
there was bliss enough for him in the
consciousness that he had won her
safely away, that nothing now more
than a short hour’s drive across town
and by ferry across the Hudson stood
between them and the marriage that
should prove the consummation of all
their trials . . . Barring accident!
Alan had too often suffered the pen
alty of disappointment for over-indul
gence in this failing of his for depreci
ating the unforeseen, not to make the
mental reservation, “Barring, acci-.
dents!” with a little shiver of dread.
Had any of Trine’s household been
cognizant of his daughter’s escape,
Alan argued, interference must have
been instant.
Despite the reassuring aspect, the
preoccupation of his companion so
wore upon him that he was presently
no longer able to refrain from disturb
ing her.
“Rose!” he begged again, closing a
hand tenderly over hers. “Dearest
girl, don’t worry another instant! Do
calm yourself: remember we are safe

She,

Appeared Anxious to Escape
Without Being Seen.

now; we fooled them handily—thanks
to your faith and bravery, sweetheart!
and everything is going to be well
with us from now on. Over in Jersey
the minister is waiting now to marry
us; and down at the White Star dock
the boat is waiting that is to carry us
off to England the moment we’re mar
ried. Think of that—and that I love
you. Nothing can possibly break the
strength of that combination!”
For another minute she rested as
she had ever since sinking into her
corner of the taxicab—rmoveless, taut,
unresponsive.
Then a long sigh shook her to her
very heart, and of a sudden the small
fist in Alan’s grasp relaxed and her
face turned to his like a flower to
the sun, a face transfigured, its lips
now soft and yielding, its eyes un
closed and smiling into his a smile
all misty with unshed tears.
“Alan.** she breathed gently. “It
can’t be true! I’m trying co hard to
believe—but all the while I know it
ean’t be true!**
He converted a skeptic, with the
mute eloquence of his lips ' .'.
Head upon his shoulder, the ., girl.

clung passionately to him. “Tell me|
again that you love me!*’ she prayed.
“Promise me you’ll never let anything
come between us. Promise me, Alan
—promise me you’ll be kind to me al-i
ways, dear!’*
“Can you doubt I will be kind?** he
murmured reproachfully.
“I am afraid . . ■ .** she whispered.,
“How could I be anything else, lov-f
Ing you as I do?”
“I am afraid . .
“Why should I be unkind to you?’’
"It isn’t that. • . • I’m just
afraid.”
“Of what?”
“Of losing you.”
“But that can never be!”
"You can’t be sure. What if you,
were to find you’d been mistaken?’*
She caught her breath and added
hastily—“That you didn’t really love
me, I mean.”
“Oh, that's ridiculous!”
“I can’t be sure. Nothing in life is
permanent. What is love? Illusion of
the senses! What is happiness? A
will-o’-the-wisp!
What is life? A
make-believe! ”
“Dearest!” He held her more close
ly still. “You are nervous and over
wrought. You don’t know what you’re
saying. You can’t mean what you’re
saying. . . . But say that it’s so—
that life is all make-believe. Then
make-believe you love me—”
“Oh, but I do, I do!”
“And make-believe for a little we’ve
caught the will-o’-the-wisp—only for a
little—until you wake up and realize
that it’s all real and true.”
She closed her eyes again: “Yes,”
she breathed, “you are right. Let’s
make-believe it’s all true for a little
longer . . . and forget . . .”
> He could by no means account for
this strange humor; but he did his
best to comfort her, none the less ten
derly because of his mystification. And
for a long time she let illusion blind
her, resting quietly in his arms, mak
ing believe . . .
Only on approaching the. Twentythird street ferry they must needs
rouse and sit apart constrainedly for
fear some one might glance through
the window and surprise their secret.
As if one needed the evidence of a.
caress exchanged, to know that they
were lovers, who had eyes to see the
flushed loveliness of the girl shrink-i
ing back in her corner or wit to inter-'
pret the radiant happiness that shone,
in Alan’s face as he bent forward and;
watched warily from the window.

them was momentarily growing less inclined to believe that Marrophat
hoped to stop the taxicab by depriv
noticeable.
As Marrophat’s car drew abreast ing it, in course of time, of its fuel.
Alan nodded afid said quietly: “Don’t And with this in mind he was present
be alarmed; I can attend to this gen ly surprised, as the cab took a corner,
to see Marrophat’s car stop at that'
tleman single-handed.”
And this he proceeded to demon corner and Marrophat himself get
strate with admirable ease, even, down.. The brow of a hill intervened,
though called upon to do so far soon shutting off sight of the blackguard as
er than he had thought to be—thanks he knelt and lit a match. It was the
to Marrophat’s hair-brained precipi girl who gave the alarm, suddenly
tancy. For, failing to influence the withdrawing her head from the win
taxi driver by shouted demands or dow to scream at Alan:
“He’s fired the gasoline! It’s flam
threats, or to gain the least attention
from Alan, Trine’s first lieutenant ab ing along the street, following the line
ruptly and surprisingly took his life of the leak—and catching up with us!”
Without pausing to put his hand to
in his hands and in one wild bound
bridged the distance between the two the latch, Alan kicked the door open.
“Jump!” he cried. “For your life
flying cars and landed on the taxi’s
jump! As soon as that flame catches:
running-board.
Stop!” he screamed madly. “Stop, up with the tank—”
Simultaneously the chauffeur, over
I say! You don’t know what you’re
hearing, shut off the power.
doing! Let me tell you—”
The three gained the sidewalk bare
He got that far but no farther. In
the same breath Alan had flung wide ly in time: the tiny trail of flames, al-;
the door and was at the fellow’s throat. ’ most imperceptible in the sunlight,
There was a struggle of negligible was not a yard from the jet that spurt■duration; Marrophat was in no way ' ed through the bullet hole in the tank.
his antagonist’s match; within three In the flutter of an eyelash the explo
seconds he threw' out both hands, sion followed. Had the cab been load
clutched hopelessly at the- framework ed with nitroglycerin its destruction
of the cab, and fell heavily to the could have been no more absolute.
street.
There was a roar . . . and then
The taxi sped on without pause, its a heap of smoking ruins.
driver deaf to the hails of innocent if
Without waiting to admire the spec
indignant bystanders. Alan pulled tacle, Alan caught the arm of the girl
himself together and looked back just and hurried her up the street, at the
in time to catch a glimpse of a num same time calling to the chauffeur to
ber of loafers lifting Marrophat to his follow. And chance brought them to
feet and helping him to the sidewalk the next corner as another cab, fare-

CHAPTER XXVII.

The Ring.

Theirs was thé last vehicle to swing
between the gates before these last
were closed.
And this was quite as well; for Alan,
rising for one last backward glance
through the rear window, started in
voluntarily and choked upon an ex-;
clamation when he descried a power
ful touring car tearing madly toward
the ferry-house, its one passenger half
rising from the front seat, beside the
driver, and exhibiting a countenance
purple with congested chagrin as he
saw his car barred out of the carriage
entrance.
Quickly sensitive to his emotion, the
girl caught nervously at Alan’s hand.
“What is it, dear?”
“Marrophat,” he snapped.
She uttered a hushed cry of dismay.
“Don’t be alarmed, however,” he
hastened to comfort her. “He’s lost
the race: the gates are shut—even the
passenger gates—and there must be
a company spotter somewhere near by,
for the gateman is virtuously refusing
to be bribed by a roll of money as
thick as my wrist ! ”
At that instant the taxicab rolled
aboard the ferry-boat; the deck gates
were closed; a hoarse whistle rent the
roaring silence of the city; winches
rattled and chains clanked; and the
boat wore ponderously out of its slip.
“So much for Mr. Marrophat!” Alan
crowed, sitting down. .“Foiled again!
He can’t stop üs now!”
"Peiÿaps . . .”
“Why that perhaps? Why that
tone?”, he demanded sharply, struck
by the foreboding her accents con
fessed.
“This isn’t the only ferry. There’s
the Pennsylvania and the Lackawanna
—and by hard driving he might even
manage to catch the boat that con
nects with this from the Christopher
street ferry of the Erie ! ”
“Impossible! I don’t believe it! I
won’t!”
“Let’s not,” she agreed. “But, Alan

"Yes?”
"Promise me—if he should manage
to catch up with us—you won’t let him
talk to you. I mean, don’t let him—”
“No fear of that!” he asservated
hotly. “If he tries to exchange one
word with me—I only wish he would!”
She seemed satisfied with that; but
the incident had served appreciably to
chill their spirits. They accomplished
the remainder of that voyage In a
silence that was no less depressed be
cause they sat hand in hand through
out.
Nor was their taxicab three minutes
out of the ferry house on the Jersey
shore—though the chauffeur, stimu
lator by Alanjs extravagant , promises,
was doing his best to fracture the
speed laws and escape arrest—when
the girl’s fears were amply justified;
a shout from behind drew Alan’s head
out of the window on one side and the
girl’s on the other and proved to both
that Marrophat had indeed found some
way to make the crossing without
great delay.
His touring car was within fifty
yards when they first were aware of
it; and Marrophat, standing on the
running-board, was shouting inarticu
lately and flourishing an imperative
hand; while the distance between

“That Woman Is Judith Trine, You Idiot—Not Rosel”

of an unsavory-looking tenement, be
fore the cab took a corner on two
wheels . . .”
“Not seriously injured, I fancy,” he
told the girl in response to her eager
look.
"Worse luck!” he added
gloomily.
But it seeemed that he was to have i
greater cause than this to complain of
his luck, before that ride was ended.
Three blocks further on a tire blew
out with a report like a cannon-crack
er, and the taxi lurched perilously,
hesitated, slowed down, and limped
dejectedly to the curb.
Alan and the chauffeur piled out in
the same Instant, the one standing
guard—with an eye out as well for
another cab—while the other assessed
damages.
“Nothing for it but a new tire, sir,”
this last reported sympathetically. “It
must have been a broken bottle or
something like that—it sure did rip
the usefulness clean out of that shoe.”
"Go to it,” Alan advised him terse
ly; “and if you make a quick job of it,
I’ll stand the cost of the new tire.”
"But if another cab comes along
while you’re at it you’ll lose us as
quick as a wink. Here’s my card, in
case we have to desert you in a hurry;
you understand this is a matter of life
and death, and I’ll have no time to
settle up with you. But you can call
at Mr. Digby’s office and he’ll fix
things up to your satisfaction.”
The man took the card and after a
glance at the name touched his hat
with more noticeable respect.
“All right, Mrs Law,” hp agreed;
“anything you say.” And forthwith
got to work.
The rapidity with which he com
pleted the change of tires proved him
an excellent chauffeur, an adept at his
craft; but the delay was one disas
trous for all that. It worked together
with what Alan pardonably described
as the devil’s own luck to bring the
touring car in sight at the precise mo
ment when the chauffeur was cranking
up and Alan on the point of re-enter
ing the cab. And though they were
off again before Alan could close the
door, the attempt was hopeless from
the start.
And yet—whether or not because
Alan’s distaste for interference had
been too convincingly demonstrated—
the touring car for the time being
contented itself with trailing about
fifty feet in the rear, while the taxi
fled the tenement purlieus of-the Ho
boken waterfront and found its way
into the broader streets of an unpre
tentious suburban quarter.
Not until they were well into the
suburbs, with few dwellings near and
no pedestrians to interfere, did Marro
phat’s purpose become apparent. Then,
however—and it happened while Alan
was looking back—the touring car
drew in swiftly and easily and Marro
phat, rising in his seat, leveled a re
volver over the windshield and fired.
The crack of hie weapon was prac
tically coincident with a metallic thud
beneath the rear seat of the taxicab.
Not for some moments did Alan ap
preciate the viciousness of the scheme.
Surmising that the gasoline tank had
been punctured by the bullet, he was

less, hove into view. Promising its
driver anything he might ask, in or
out of reason, Alan gave him the ad
dress, and helped the girl in.
If Marrophat pursued Alan could see
no sign of him. The second car made
better time than the first. Unhindered,
and as far as could be determined,
without being followed, it covered the
brief remaining distance in a grate
fully short lapse of time.
The suburb dropped behind a maze
of streets where dwellings stood shoul
der to shoulder and dooryards were
scant. The car swept up to a corner
house of 5 modest and homely aspect.
Two minutes more, and Alan was ex
changing salutations with and making
his bride-to-be known to Digby’s good
friend, the Reverend Mr. Wright.
Embarrassment worked confusion
with the young man’s perceptive facul
ties. As this moment approached
when two should be made one who had
gone through fire and flood, literally
as well as figuratively, for each oth
er's sake, incredulity drew a veil be
fore his vision. He viewed the world
as in a glass, darkly.
He was aware of a decently fur
nished minieter’s study; of two wit
nesses in the guise of unassuming
womenfolk of the minister’s house
hold;‘of the Rev. Mr. Wright himself
as a benevolent voice rolling sono
rously forth from a black-clad pres
ence; of the woman of his heart stand-.
ing opposite him; of questions asked
and responses made; of a ring that
was magically conjured from some
store apparently maintained against
precisely similar emergencies; of a
hand that took the hand that was to be
his wife’s and placed it in his; of his
clumsy and witless bungling with the
task of fitting that ring to the finger
of his sweetheart’s hand . . .
And then he was aware of a door
that banged violently in the hallway;
of the sound of a man’s voice making
seme indistinguishable demand; that.
Rose’s hand was suddenly whipped
away, before he could fit on the ring;;
that the study door was flung open and,
that this animal of a Marrophat had
precipitated himself into the room.
He opened his mouth to protest—i
and Marrophat silenced him with aj
cry.
“You fool! Drop that ring! Stop;
this farce! Don’t you know whom
you’re marrying? That woman is Ju-:
dith Trine, you idiot—not Rose!”
Blankly Alan turned to the girl.
Her flaming face, her sullen eyes,
her very pose, from which’ the man
ner of Rose had dropped like a cast
garment, confessed the truth of Mar
rophat’s assertion. And as if this were
not enough, Judith confessed it doubly
with a sudden outbreak of such rage
as never could have been brewed in
Rose’s gentle nature.
“You devil!” she cried—and threw
herself in front of Marrophat With a
spring as lithe as that of a leopardess.
“Take warning now from me: keep
out of my way forever after this—or
take the consequences! God knows,”
she panted, “why I don’t kill you as
you stand!”
He was in her way, between her and
the open door. She gave him no

Chance to move aside, but seized him
so fiercely by the wrists that he in
stinctively lifted to protect' himself;
and she fairly threw him half a dozen
feet from her. He brought up: with
a crash against the wall even as the
door slammed behind the girl.
When Alan, the first to recover,
gained the sidewalk, she was already
in the taxicab. Whatever reward she
had promised the man, he whipped his
machine away as if from the fear of
sudden death.
And darting from the house hard
on the minister’s heels, Marrophat,
leaped into his own car and, as if he
had not heard her threat or received
substantial proof of her earnestness,
tore off in pursuit.
CHAPTER XXVIII,
And the Rose.

Taking the dazed young man by the
hand, as though he had been a child,
the Reverend Mr. Wright led Alan
back to his study and established him
in a comfortable armchair beside his
desk. ,
“Sit there and compose yourself, my
dear young friend,” he insisted in a,
soothing voice.
At the elbow of the Reverend Mr.
Wright a telephone shrilled impera
tively. With a gesture of professional
patience he turned to the instrument,
lifted the receiver to his ear, and
spoke in musically modulated accents.
“Yes . . . Yes: this is Mr.
Wright. . . . Ah, yes, Mr. Digby.
. . . Not coming? But, my dear sir,
Mr. Law is already here. I must tell
you—"
He checked with a reproving glance
for Alan, who was twitching his sleeve
insistently.
“If you please,” Alan begged, “let
me speak to Digby at once. Forgive'
me—”
Reluctantly the minister surrendered
the telephone.
“That you, Digby?”
“Alan! Bless my soul, what are you
doing over there? Is Miss Trine with
you? But how can that be possible?”
“Rose? No. What about her?” Alan
demanded, stammering with anxiety.
“Why—one of my spies has just re-:
ported by telephone. He was going on
duty this morning when he saw a
young woman—either Rose or Judith
—wearing a rough coat over boudoir
dress—climb out of one of the base
ment windows of Trine’s house. She
was apparently in great distress of
mind and anxious to escape without
being seen from the house; but before
my man—whose post of observation
is in the third story of one of the
houses opposite—could get to the:
street, she had been caught by several
rough-looking customers, who rushed;
out of Trine’s house, seized the girl,
and made off with her in a motor-car
bearing a New Jersey license number.,
I am sending men to watch the Jersey
ferries. Call me up in an hour—•”
Without a word of response, and
without a word of apology to the Rev
erend Mr. Wright, Alan dropped the
receiver, snatched up his hat, and fled
that house like a man demented.
Rose, escaping from Trine’s house,
overpowered and made the captive of
Trine’s lowest creatures—gunmen pos
sibly, of the stamp of that animal
whom Trine had charged with the as
sassination of Alan the night before!
There was neither a motor-car in
sight for him to charter nor any time
to waste in seeking one. Alan could
only hope to find one on his way back
toward the ferry. It must have been
upwards of an hour before he came
into a street which he recognized, by
its dinginess and squalor, as that in
which he had thrown Marrophat from
the running-board of the taxicab.
And then, as he paused, breathless
and footsore, to cast about him for the
way to the ferry, a touring car turned
a corner at top speed and slowed to a
stop before that selfsame tenement of
the unsavory aspect to whose sidewalk
he had seen Marrophat assisted by
the loafers of the quarter.
And this touring car was occupied
by some half-a-dozen ruffians in whose
hands a young girl writhed and strug
gled when, immediately on the stop,
they jumped out and wrestled her out
with brutal inconsideration.
Like a shot Alan had crossed the
street—but only to bring up nose to
the panels of the tenement door, and
to find himself seized and thrown
roughly aside by a burly denizen when
he grasped the knob and made as if
to follow in.
“Keep back, young feller!" his as
sailant warned him viciously. "Keep
outa this, now, if you don’t want to;
get into trouble.”
To the speaker’s side another
ranged, eyeing Alan with a formidable,
scowl. At discretion he stepped back'
and turned as if persuaded to mind his
own business, then swung on his heel,
caught the two in the very act of open
ing the door, and threw himself be
tween them.
An elbow planted heavily in the pit
of the stomach of one disposed of him
for the time being. A blow from the
shoulder sent the other reeling to the
gutter. And Alan was in the tene
ment’s lowermost hall—a foul and
evil-odored place, dark as a pit the
instant the door was closed, its murk
relieved only by the flame of a kero
sene lamp smoking in a bracket near
the foot of the stairs.
Sounds of scuffling of feet were au
dible on the first landing. Alan ad
dressed himeelf impetuously to the
staircase, gaining its top in half a
dozen leaps, and only in time to see a
door slammed at the forward end of.
the hall and hear a key turned in its
lock.

Â cluster of men blocked the way.
He didn’t pause to wait for it to be
cleared, but threw himself headlong
into their midst, and by dint of the

surprise had gained the closed door
before they recovered and sought to
stay him.
Indifferent to them all, he shook the
knob and shouted: “Roee! Rose!**
Her cry came back to him, a muf
fled scream: “Alan! Help! Help!”
Backing away with a mad idea of
throwing himself bodily against the
door and breaking it down, he was sud
denly confronted by a hideous mask of
humanity—face of man all misshapen,
bruised and swollen and disfigured
with smears of dried blood and a dirty
bandage round his temples, but none
the less vaguely recognizable.
The words that streamed from Its
distorted lips drove recognition home.
“Gee, fellers, look’t who’s here! If
it ain’t th’ guy what threw me off’n
that girder this mornin’. Stand back
and let me kill th’—”
Without the hesitation of a heart
beat Alan swung heavily for the thug’s
jaw. The blow went solidly home.
The man fell like a poled ox.
Pandemonium ensued. Rallying to
their comrade, the ruffians attacked
Alan with one mind and one intent.
Murder would have been done then
and there had it not been for a rotten
banister-rail, which gave way, precipi
tating the lot to the ground floor of
the hallway.
Simultaneously the lamp on the wall
was struck from its bracket, and
crashed to the floor, its glass well
breaking and loosing a flood of, kero
sene to receive the burning wick. The
explosion followed instantly. In a
trice the hallway was a lake of burn
ing oil, and hungry flames were lick
ing up the rotting wallpaper and eat
ing into decayed baseboards and stair
treads.
Still fighting like a madman, con
testing every foot of the way, Alan
was borne down the hall and out of
the front door. A scream of “Fire!”
greeted him as he reeled out into the
open. It was echoed by a dozen
throats.
The doorway vomited men and
women of the tenement. They choked
it for a time, blocking both egress and
ingress. By the time they broke out
and left the way clear a solid wall of
flame stood behind it.
Thrice Alan essayed to pass that
barrier of fire, and thrice it threw him
back. Then, struggling and kicking
to release himself and try again, he
was seized by a brace of able-bodied
policemen and rushed fifty feet from
the house before let go.
Lack of breath checked him momen
tarily.
He looked up, dashing from his
smarting eyes tears drawn by the
stifling clouds of smoke, and saw
vaguely at the second story window a
woman leaning out and shrieking for
help.
$
That it ’was hopeless to attempt the
staircase he well knew. ’Drawing
aside, he endeavored to come to his
sober senses, and cast about for some
more feasible way to effect the rescue
of his Rose.
The tenement occupied one corner
of a narrow street. Directly opposite,
a storage warehouse stood upon the
other corner. Before this last was the
common landing stage for truck de
liveries, protected by a shed-roof.
And, suspended from a timber that
peered out over the eaves, a hoisting

tackle dragged the ground with its
ropes.
It was the work of a minute to con
vince a thick-headed policeman that
the attiempt was feasible and should
be permitted. It was the work of less
than another minute to rig a loop in
the line and fasten round his body
beneath the arms. Volunteers did not
lack; a couple of husky longshoremen
sprang to the ropes at his first call.
They heaved with a will. His feet left
the ground, he soared, he caught the
eaves of the shed-roof, and shouting to
cease hauling, drew himself up on this
last, backed a little ways down it and
calculating his direction nicely, with
a running jump launched himself out
over the street.
The momentum of his leap carried
him well out over the heads of the
throng assembled in the street and
truly toward that window where Rose
was waiting. Then Its force slack
ened. For an awful instant he be
lieved that he had failed. But with the
last expiring ounce of Impetus, he was
brought within grasping distance of
the window sill.
Hauling himself up, he gathered her
into his arms . . .
A great tongue of tawny flame licked
angrily out of the windows as he
swung her back to safety.
(To be Continued.)
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time since its organization, This Mr. Martin Tierney of Salem,
The Jolly Ten met last week at from fheir sale of home-made
club will take up the social, edu and Miss Irene Mating were week the home of Mrs. James Jennison, candies.
cational and political interests of end guests in Kennebunkport.
The B. T. W. Club, Miss Ida Miss Sadie Jackson of Portland
Boot and Shoes Repairing by the aid of modern machinery the community. Membership is Feb. 22d, a holiday, we missed Tilton,
teacher, gave a box supper was a recent visitor in tpwn.
Custom Work. Ladies’Shoes a Specialty. Shoe Pol open to all male residents of Ken our maib as the mail man stayed
in the vestry Monday evening, the
Mrs. George Fletcher is away cn
ishing Parlor. Open Half-a-day Sundays.
nebunk Beach. Applications of at home.
proceeds to be given for the bene a two weeks visit, Mrs Charles
formal membership may be mailed
MAIN STREET
KENNEBUNK, MAINE or handed to the membership Leon and George Pillsbury were fit of the church. Ice cream, Dutch is keeping house for her
guests Sunday at the Ross home, candy, corn balls and peanuts
committee of three. Mr. Charles Rock Haven, both were K. P. H. were on sale, and a pleasant even while she is away.
The, pastor of the Methodist Currier, Mr. Arthur Calder, and
Quite a few have" accepted the
Kennebunkport
church will preach next Sunday Mr. Nathan Wells. The following S. boys, Leon of 1913 and George, ing spent. Eighteen dollars and opportunity to get their summer
sixty-six cents were taken.
1915.
wood by chopping top wood on the
Rev. and Mrs. E. A. Goodwin afternoon on the topic, “Out-Class have been elected officers of the
Carl Stone is confined to the Ed. I. Littlefield lot.
ing
the
Angels.'
’
club for one year :—President,
returned last Friday from an ex
house with the mumps.
Cape Porpoise
tended visit with relatives at Salem
Last Thursday Rev. D. B. Holt Roscoe Littlefield, vice president,
The Sunday School of the M.
Depot, N. H.
of Portland, the District Superin Archie Winter; sec’y-treas., Henry
E. church are making plans to give
The Fourth Quarterly Confer
a concert on Easter Sunday
Wells
Mrs. Lucy P. Heckman, accom tendent of the Methodist church, Walsh.
ence of the Methodist church was
paid
his
last
official
visit
to
the
The
Misses
Lena
add
Josephine
evening.
panied by her daughter Mary,spent
held last Wednesday evening; with
Washington Camp, No. 3, Pa
the week-end in Bath with a sister church here. This being his final Babine and "Mrs. Clement Huff, Rev. D. B. Holt, presiding. Thfe
Miss Helen Melchers’ room at
round before laying down the du wese leaders of a party held at the
triotic Order Sons of America, the grammar school herd celebrated
who is seriously ill.
ties of his office at the next session Neighborhood House, Friday eve. home department reported eleven held its second annual Washing “Washington’s birthday” Tuesday
The Republican caucus forthe of the Annual Conference, at Whist, checkers, dancing and play members and the Cradle Roll, 22.
ton’s Birthday celebration in with appropriate exercises. Quite a
nomination of candidates fortown which time he will have completed ing and singing of popular music The report uf the Ladies’ Aid so
Wells Grange hall, Monday even few visitors were present and en
offices for the approaching annual his full term, the ladies gave him a, constituted the evening’s enter ciety showed receipts totalling
joyed the program which was pre
election will be held in the Town testimonial supper, to which the tainment. Misses Marion Hill $565.35, including a balance of ing, February 22, 1915.
At 7 o’clock, p. m., a fine supper sented in a very creditable man
* nail, Friday afternoon at 2:30.
$279.47
from
the
preceding
year.
members of the Quarterly Confer and Lena Babine, presided at the
of baked beans, brown bread, pies? ner
The Democratic caucus will be ence and their wives were invited. piano. The refreshments, which The total expenditures were $420.- cakes, fruit and all sorts of pastry
held in Arundel Engine-house, This repast was very attractive consisted of ice cream, cake, coffee, 94, leaving a balance of $149.91. were served. After a hearty sup
Friday evening at 7:30.
ancTwas served at 6 o’clock, About candy and cigars were served bj The following were chosen trus per, all enjoyed an entertainment
Kennebunk Beach
tees: Payson T. Huff, Leroy G.
Miss Jennie Huff returned from 30 partook of it. At 7 o’clpck the the Misses Helen and Alice Wen t Huff, George F. Seavey, George by eleven children. The program
a visit to friends in Massachusetts business session was held? It was worth, Misses Lena and Josie H. Langsford, Richard J. Nunati, was as follows >R. E. Littlefield was in Augusta
a remarkably well attended meet Babine, Miss Marion Hill, Mrs
last Saturday.
Music
Mrs. Lewis Silver Thursday and Friday of last week.
William
G.
Jennison,
Arthur
W.
Helen Huff and Mrs. C. E. Cur
Miss Addie York has returned home
The application of certain citizens ing, nearly all of the officials mem«, rier. The company of twenty Nunan. The following ? were se-. Opening Address, by the President,
William M. Tripp after a two weeks stay in Somersworth,
bers
being
present.
Encouraging
of Kennebunk for the. right to ac
lected
as
stewards:
'George
Hr
Reading. The Life uf Washington,
N. H.
seven broke up at a late hour hav
quire by that town a part of the sy reports from the different depart
Miss Evelyn Bourne
ing spent a very enjoyable evening. Langsford, recording steward;
ments
of
church
activity
were
The W. P. M. Club was entertained
stem of the Mousam Water Com
Master Lawrence Allen
William G. Jennison, district stew Recitation.
Wednesday at the Neighborhood House
Mrs. Fred Wells of the Town ard; Payson T. Huff, Mrs. Kate: Recitation. Martha Washington
pany has been attracting consider made. The Ladies’ Aid Society
by Mrs. Henry Walch.
Miss Over Johnson
able interest in this village. A. showed receipts for the year of House, visited her father, Henry L. Pinkham, Mrs. H. E« Langs
The mens club will meet at the
Recitation. Washington’s Birthday
$<39«37,
with
$117.-17
on
hand.
on
Monday.
Yorke
number of residents went to Au
ford, Mrs. Grace S. Packard, Miss
Master Robert Hatch Neighborhood House every Tuesday,
gusta last Thursday to protest The Sunday School showed a sub C. E. Currier attended th^. hear - Daisy L. Niman, Miss Florence Recitation. Betty Ross
evening at 7:15.
against the granting of the petition. stantial balance in the treasury ing of the judiciary committee at Fisher, Mrs. Jennie Ridlon, Miss
Miss Evelyn Pierce
Mrs. R. E. Littlefield is conducting a
after
the
payment
of
all
bills
for
j
Among them were Capt. A. M.
Augusta, Thursday, as witnesses Lillian Huff, Mrs. Grace S. Per Recitation, on George Washington
cooking school every two weeks for the
literature
for
the
current
calendar
|
Miss
Rachel
Hatch
girls of the community.
There are
Welch, W. F. Goodwin, Justin L.
on the proposed charter for the kins. The district superintendent
Music.
Mrs. Silver seven in the class at present.. The
year. Aavote was unanimously pas Kennebunk water system.
Leavitt and A. M. Wells.
was requested to secure the return Exercise. The Red, White and Blue
sed expressing the appreciation of
third lesson will be given Thursday,
Misses Evelyn Bernice
The Skipper Basket-ball team the Quarterly Conference of the
Willis Hodgekins of Ballardvale of ;the present pastor, and a vote
March 4th, at Mrs. Littlefield’s home.
and
Ida
Bourne
of
appreciation
of
the
'
services?
of
wept to Scarboro last Friday even sympathetic and helpful oversight was a guest at the Beach on Mon
Miss Elsie Somers was a Biddeford
Young
George
Washington
Rev. Mr. Holt was unanimously
ing to meet the team of that place. given by the District Superinten day.
Piaster Charles Bourne visitor Thursday of last week.
passed
The
Sunday-school
re

The boys were accompanied by a dent during his term in' that office.
Mrs. R. K. Wentworth was a ports showed increasing inteiest Recitation • Miss Thelma Bridges The Opportunity Club met with Mrs.
delegation of rooters. ' Though The return of the present pastor Portland visitor on Friday.
Johnson Moulton, Friday, Feb. 19.
Young Yankea Doodle
and enlarging attendance, several
Master Sidney Bridges
they had considerable confidence was requested. -Beside the usual
Miss Annie W. Stevens of California
Mrs. R. E. Littlefield was a new classes having been recently Closing Address < • William M. Tripp was the week-end guest, of Mrs.'. R. E.
in bringing back the scalp of the committees, the following were
Music
Mrs.
Silver
Littlefield.
formed and some of them having
redoubtable team of opposers,they chosen to act for the society for the Biddeford visitor Tuesday.
were compelled to adapt the lan-. next year; Board -of Trustees—E.
Mrs. Anna Stevens, formerly of been organized by the election of The committee in charge of the A party was given to*Mrs. Joseph
supper were as follows:—Willard Babine at the Neighborhood House
guage of bygone days .and sadly H. Atkins, George W. Clough, Waterville, but for several years a class officers.
Friday evening twenty-seven being
say,“We have met the enemy, and Henry A. Heckman, Charles O. resident of California, visited her The Ladies Auxiliary to the A. P. Merchant, Freeman E. Hatch! present Games were played, after
and
Herbert
E.
Hubbard;
and
the
we are his’n.” The hope for better Huff,Albert M. Welch, George H. cousin, Mrs. Hope Littlefield dur F. E. A. will hold a sale at Me
which ice cream and cake was served.
success next time. Our boys hard Bourne, George N. Stevens, Frank ing the ,week-end. Mrs. Stevens chanics hall, Friday, Feb. 26. Ice committee in charge of the enter A good time was reported by all present.
ly had a “look in.” The score was H. Cousens, William. R. Day. started Saturday for Lakewood, cream, cake, candy, aprons and tainment were .Fred A. Brown«.
Arthur E. Pierce and Eugene R.
29 to 10.
Be Cheerf u I
Board of Stewards—Cleveland A. N. J., where she will make an ex mystery packages will be on sale. Brown.
tended
visit
with
relatives.
Admission
5
cents,
doors
open
at
3
Next Tuesday evening,March 2d, Trott, District StewardjGeorge H.
There were about one hundred ’Tis easy enough to be cheerful,
the ladies of the Methodist church Tarbox, Recording Steward; Hir- Archie Winter attended the Y. p. m.
and forty in attendance which con When free from all sorrow and care,
M.
C.
A.
convention
at
Bangor
will serve one of their well apprec ram Gooch, Mrs. M. E. Atkins,
Miss Lettie Lapierre is spending sisted of the members of the camp We are never impatient or grumble,
David H. Heckman, Miss Alice F. the latter part of the week.
iated suppers in the vestry.
a two week’s vacation with relatives and their * families with invited ’Till we have some burdens to bear.
in Farmington, N. H. Miss Marie guests. All departed with a wish ’Tis easy to smile when the sun shines,
Rev. Thomas P. Baker was in Clough, Mrs. Jean Goodwin, Mrs.
Goldthwaite is taking her place at Of as good a time next year,
attendance on the winter session Lilia C. Perkins,Mrs.Sarah L. Day,
And the heart is happy and light,
Saco Road
the Town House waiting station.
But we know not the strength that is,
Or the Piscataqua Methodist Social Mrs. Nellie Merrill, Miss Mary J.
in us,
Union on Monday, it being held at Ward, Mrs. Lucy P. Heckman,
The Semper Paratus Club met
’Tilj we have some battle to fight.
West Kennebunk
Kittery. He reports a large atten Mrs. Mary D. Clough. After the Norman Ross is very weak with last week with Mrs Dexter Hutch
’Tis easy to say to some brother,
dance and an unusually fine . pro adjournment of this meeting Rev. tonsilitis. This disease is very ins.
Mrs. Ernest McConnell is on the “Life’s worth living,’’ “Cheer up,’’
gram. It is expected that the next D. B. Holt spoke to a good-sized prevalent st present and in a very
Don’t get blue’’
Mrs. George Seavey and George sick list.
meeting, which will occur in June, congregation in the main vestry On violent form.
'Tis easy to laugh at life’s hardships,
L.Seavey
and
wife
are
visiting
Mrs.
Miss
Pauline
Benson
was
a
“
The
Yoke
of
Christ.
’*
Many
were
will be held in this section of the
Abram Tyler is sick at J. B. Lit
When the burden’s not resting on you.
in attendance besides those con week-end guest of her aunt in Bid Arthur Talbot of Norwood, Mass. tiefield’s at No. 10.
territory of the union.
But
if you want this world to love you,
deford.
Rev. D. B. Holt, Superintend of George Quinn has returned to And friends by the score you would
The men of the Congregational nected with the local‘parish.
win
church gave a splendid Washington The annual, town meeting will be Chicken supper at the Baptist the Portland District, preached his home here.
Don’t forget to look pleasant and cheer-.
birthday supper Monday evening. field next Monday, commencing at and the men’s chicken* supper at his farewell sermon here last Wed
ful,
It was well attended and the follow 10 o’clock. The warrent is some the Congregational churches were nesday evening, and a most inter Jesse Junkins has been on the And it won’t hurt you a bit if you grin.
sick
list
but
at
this
writing
is
able
both
enjoyed
and
well
patronized.
esting address was given.
what longer than usual, containing
ing social was much enjoyed.
For there’s always some things to be
be out of doors.
On Friday evening of this week, fifty-one articles. Beside the ordi Also the supper at the M. E.
Mr. and Mrs. Orrice Wagner of
glad for,
church
Tuesday
evening.
Miss Lida Cloutier and her In the darkest and lonesomest way,
at 7 o’clock,Dr. Scudder, who spoke nary business to be transacted^ the
Franklin, N. H., spent the recent
in this vicinity about a year ago, following items are proposed tor Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Hadlock holidays with Mr. and Mrs. Daniel mother of Sanford were visitors in There’s always a bright sun that’s
shining,
town Sunday. •
will give an address at the residence consideration: $500 for concrete visited their daughter, Mrs. Ivory Wagner of this place.
Though the storm clouds may hide it
Ross
Sunday.
Their
son,
Nor

sidewalks
in
the
village
of
Kenne

of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Chase in
, Sunday School Class, No. 2, con Born to Mr. and Mrs. Morris
today.
the Lower Village. ' Dr. Scudder bunkport, $500 for the like work in man, is very sick with throat trou sisting of eight boys’ was given a Towne, Feb 15th, a daughter,
And'each victory won in life’s battle
ble.
He
is
a
little
better
at
this
Cape
Porpoise,fifty
street
lights
to
who comes from New York City,
cobweb party last Saturday from 3- Gladys Louise.
Gives new strength the next trials to
is a recognized authority on educa be placed on the highways from writing.
meet
6 o’clock, p. m., at the home of the Miss Mildred Cummings re
Lillian Flora May Ross enter
tion and will deal in an illuminating the Town House tc Bartletts Mills,
teacher, Mrs. Jennie Ridlon. Mrs. turned to Boston last Thursday. And you’ll fiind you will lighten the
$2000
to
repair
and
improve
the
tained a few little friends at her
~
burden
way with some of the problems
Ridlon was assisted by Miss Fran Miss Lena Waterhouse accom By just keeping happy and sweet.
that are conspicuous in this and road to Cape Porpoise through the home last week, the occasion being ces Cluff. Supper was served and panied her to make a short visit.
Cora M. York, Kennebunk, Me,
many other communities. The Wildes district and the Turbat’s her fifth birthday. Dainty re a general good time enjoyed.
Mrs. Harold I^night entertained
public is given a cordial invitation creek road, $500 for the repair of freshments were served and a
the road from the Little Dyke general good time enjoyed. Lillian There was an attendance of 109 her sister from Sanford last Sunday
to attend.
at Sunday School last Sunday.
J. M. Seeley led the prayer meet
The schools enjoyed a recess bridge to the drinking fountain in received many pretty gifts.
Beachwood, to install a fire alarm
Mrs. George Clark and little Mr. and Mrs. Edward Rouke of ing last Sunday evening.
over Washington’s birthday.
whistle on the high school building grahdaughter, Arline Tripp, were Woburn, Mass., are spending a few
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Water
The work of preparing up-to$1,200 to remove the stone crusher guests of her son, Herbert Clark days at their summer home here. house visited in Wells from Sun
date quarters for the Cousens In
to Cape Porpoise and crush rock of West Kennebunk, Friday.
Miss Charlotte Seavey of Mel day afternoon until Monday night.
surance Company is proceeding
for the roads in that vicinity, to re Your correspondent was a guest rose, Mass., spent the week-end at Mrs. Delia Thing has gone to
rapidly. The goods of the store
quire written permits for conduct Friday of. her rieice, Mrs. Guy the home of her father, J. Frank Brockton, to make a visit.
are being disposed of steadily and
ing business on public streets or Watson.
Seavey of the Highland. Mr. Sea
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Jones are
the establishment will soon be
places also for carrying passengers
By LOUTS JOSEPH VANCE
cleared. F. B. Tuck is to transfer
All were pleased to have a visit vey made the trip to Boston Mon- stopping at Ed I, Littlefield’s while Author of “Tho Fortune Hunter,’* "The Black
for hirejalso forbidding the running
Bag.” **The Lone WotfEtc.
his antique furniture, business to
from Jock, who makes his home cay to attend the reunion of his Mrs. Thing is away.
of motor machines without proper
this location, and it is reported
at Saco Road with Mrs. Frank( company.. The 1 ith Massachusetts
Miss
Laura
Tripp
of
Dedham,
mufflers; $300 for installing a bath
The most remarkable moving
Regiment.
that a much-needed public dining
room and laying new floors at the Mitchell. He was more than de Mr. and Mrs. George H. Langs Mass., was a Sunday and Monday
picture play and story ever
room will be opened in the build town farm,
lighted to see. us all and is fat and
visitor at the home of her uncle
written. By far the best work
ing at present occupied by Mr.
sleek, showing good form and good ford are spending a week with rel Walter A. Tripp.
of
this master literary work
The
young
ladies
of
the
Baptist
atives
in
Lawrence,
Mass.
care. Who says dogs don’t under
Tuck.
Mrs. Harold Totter of Conway,
man. A real masterpiece of
Next Sunday evening,at 7 o’clock church served a fine chicken supper stand ? He returned Sunday, a Miss Elinor Brackett of Spring N. H., is visiting at the home of
thrills from start to finish.
field, Mass., is visiting Mrs. Lester his 'uncle, Fred Thurston. His
there will be a special service in’ Tuesday evening,, using for the most welcome guest.
first
time
the
new
kitchen.
H win be printed serially in
the Methodist church, at which the
Teamsters are hauling wood and W. Nunan.
cousin of Conway, is one of the
this paper and you will read it
young people’s choir will render
many are cutting wood for next! Miss Olive Cluff is spending a men that bought the lot which Me
with extreme interest
several selections. The pastor will
year
’
s
use.
few
days
with
relatives
in
Kenne

Kellep & Hall are stripping.
Kennebunk Beach
speak on the subject, “The Men
Henry Trask of Quincy, Mass., bunkport.
The Ladies’ Aid society received Watch for the Opening Installment
Who Were Not to be Stumped.”
The Kennebunk Beach Civic was the week-end guest at the
The Ladies’ Aid met last Wed nearly eight dollars from their food
There will be inspiring congrega Clulj met Tuesday eve at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Lemuel nesday afternoon at the home of sale held last Friday afternoon and AT THE ACME THEATRE
tional singing.
Neighborhood Hotise for the fourth Brooks.
Mrs. Frank Littlefield.
the girls made over two dollars each Friday and Saturday
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Ogunquit
One of the most successful socials and
entertainments ofI the season was given
at-the Christian Church on 'Monday
evening. The committee in charge
spared no pains in making preparations
coinplete. The whole affair was aftéi;
the style of an old colonial gathering
and some beautiful garments of a fash
ion belonging to ariother generation
were displayed to the pleasure of all
present. Mr. James Brewster and
Mrs. M. M. Tibbetts were George and
Martha Washington, respectively.’ No
one could miss seeing ‘‘Honest, Abe,”
in the person of Jerry Handspiker.
Among others who attracted attention
as having been successful, in represent
ing colonial days were : Miss Gladys
Perkins, Miss Helene Perkins, Miss
Dorothea Grarit, Miss Arline Perkins,
Mrs. Kate Craig, Miss-Bessie Martin,
Mrs. F. S. Keyes, Mrs. Frances M( J.
Perkins, Mrs. John W. Jacobs, /Miss
Pauline Maxwell and Mrs. J. E. Brew
ster. After all had been served to a
bountiful supper and were in a mood to.
be entertained the following program
' was rendered:—
Piano solo . 7
J. Arline Perkins
Recitation How Grandma Danced
Priscilla Perkins
Song
By Chorus from Girls Club
Reading “Whispering'Bill” ' . . “
Arthur. Hayes
Vocal Sólo.
Mrs. Grant, Miss Wil(Tiapis,and Mrs. Keene
Piano, sok/
Dorothea Grant
Vocal solo
Mrs. 'Carrie Chapman
'Reading Reginald Jacobs
Duet (Mandolin and Piano)
( Clifford Perkins and
V . J. Arline Perkins
Concert Recitations. The Spinning
Wheel Song ( Misses Priscilla and
( .
Sara Bracy
Piano solo
Ruth Keyes J
Living Pictures—Mistress Dolly Madison
Priscilla the Puritan Maiden .
A Young Matron of Olden Time [
George Washington in Miniature
Abraham Lincoln
'
x , ’ George Washington
Lady Washington
Young America •
Song. “America” Sung by Audience :
“The Wan-eta Club” was entertained
by Mrs.' Reginald Jacobs, Tuesday even
ing.
Rev. and Mrs. J.H. Roberts attended
the conference<?f social service held-in
Kittery, Monday the 22nd.*
. When in Kennebunk make your head
quarters at Fiske’s Drug Store on the
¿orner.
Adv,
The Goldenrod Club will meet on Sat
urday evening at the home of Mrs; War
ren „Hutchins. . The subject for the
meeting will be Robert Burns.
“ W. F. Rollins has received word of
the serious illriess of his brother, Ray
mond Rollins. Latest, reports state
that his condition is critical.
Miss Evelyn Gilman of York has been
visiting ‘her friend, Miss Gladys Per
kins.
Buy Rubber Goods that are guaran
teed, the kind that Fiske the Druggist,
Kennebunk, sells.
Adv
( I Mr. and |Mrs.| Andrew. Clogson are
receiving congratulations op the birth
of a daughter.
Burglars have been busy among some
. of the summer cottages in the High Pas
ture section. The position of these
houses make their work easy and also
a difficult matter to apprehend them.
Miss Ward one of our most esteemed
summer residents has been in town,
called here by the breaking open of her
summer home.
The annual meeting of the Christian
Parish of York and Wells will be held
in the vestry, of. the meeting house on
Saturday eyeningi
Mail your doctors prescriptions to
Fiske’s Drug Storè, Kennebunk, Me.

Aa>

Mr. Clifford Perkins of : Bowdoin arid'
Carl Perkins of the University of
Maine were’at-bome for the holiday; ;
| [The minstrel show at Firemen’s hall
last Friday evening i given by the
Kenriebunk Lyceum Bureau . under the
auspices of Ogunquit grange was at
tended by about 225 pëoble all of whom
express themselves as more than satis
fied with the entertainment provided.
It is understood that the same show
will be given at York in the near future.

Not Paint
The v^orst mistake in painting is not
putting-off. That costs about 10 per
cent; you keep your money a year and
pay 10 percept for it. ,
Paint would have to come-down ,.25
percent tp make 10 percent on the job,
for wages do not go-down.
The worst mistake is “cheap” pairit.
It costs from 50 percent to 100, first
.cost, and another in wear.
What a liar ‘ ‘cheap’ ’ is! ‘ ‘Put-off”
is bad-enough; “cheap” is ten times
worse.
DEVOE

Read the Enterprise

KINDLING
'

WOOD

5 CENTS A BUNDLE

FOR SALE AT YOUR GROCER’S

